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Although EFL classrooms are very suitable places to examine cultural aspects of 
a language, this part of classroom learning is widely neglected because of the 
attention given to language skills. In many classrooms, students’ exposure to the 
target culture is far from being systematic; it can be somewhat random. In addition, 
since the language is taught in the learners' own environment, learners may lack 
opportunities to be exposed to the target culture. As a result, they may have little or 
no awareness of the target culture and are likely to experience difficulties in 
adjustment if they enter a target culture environment. Therefore, language teachers 
should expose students to cross-cultural contexts that will help them to understand 
the target culture better and clarify misconceptions; this should also enhance cross- 
cultural communication.
On the basis of these views, this study investigated underlying cultural 
differences between Turkish and American people by examining their perceptions of
themes and issues raised in an American film. It also examined which of these 
insights might be useful in a cross-cultural communication class in Turkey, and for 
what reasons.
Data were collected from two different groups of participants through 
questionnaires and discussions after watching the film Grand Canyon. One of the 
groups included six Turkish teachers of English who worked in different universities 
in Turkey. The other one was a group of five Americans who were teachers at 
Bilkent University. Both groups viewed the film separately and noted the major 
themes and issues that they observed. After viewing, the groups discussed the film. 
Theme discussions were audiotaped, transcribed, and analyzed through discourse 
analysis techniques. The data gathered from the transcriptions were categorized for 
the most part according to American values as presented by Robert Kohls (1984).
The results of the study indicated that there are differences between the 
discussions of Turkish and the American groups, and these can be related to 
underlying values concerning fate, equality, individualism, work orientation, 
directness and openness in human and family relationships, materialism, public 
behavior, efficiency in service, and power. The findings lay ground work for an 
examination of cultural differences in an EFL class, especially for students who plan 
to further their study in the target culture
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
Background of the Study
In the booming market for cross-cultural training, there are courses 
and books that show only the sunny side: cultural synergy, no cultural 
conflict. Maybe that is the message some business-minded people like 
to hear, but it is false.... Culture is more often a source of conflict 
than of synergy. Cultural differences are a nuisance at best and often a 
disaster. But if we really want to globalize, there is no way around 
them so we better take them for what they are (Hofstede, 1997, p. xiii).
The way people think, feel, act, and speak have been shaped throughout their 
lifetime by the society that they live in. They, therefore, inevitably reflect these 
differing patterns in their language, their own cultural values, and their world views. 
These different patterns may cause problems when a language learner with little 
awareness of the target culture comes into contact with other people from that 
culture. This contact can easily turn into cultural misunderstanding on the part of the 
learner.
Culture has been defined by Dindi et al (1989) as "a collection of commonly 
shared values, beliefs, behaviors, customs and other characteristics that earmark 
certain people as an original and distinct group" (p. 16). In the same vein, Philipsen 
(1992) describes culture as "a socially constructed and historically transmitted 
pattern of symbols, meanings premises, and rules" (p.7). Since language is a 
reflection of culture, these components existing in culture and being different in each
society may give rise to failures of communication between people from different 
cultures. One important reason for this kind of miscommunication is the perception 
and the world view of speakers, which are imposed by their own culture. People of 
different cultures generally feel their perception of reality is the most accurate one 
because they perceive the world through the indigenous cultural filters of their world 
view which, are formed by their different cultures. Therefore, it is normal that 
different opinions and perceptions occur among people from different cultures. As 
Brown (1994) points out, "What appears to you to be an accurate and objective 
perception of a person, a custom, an idea, is sometimes jaded' or 'stilted' in the view 
of someone from another culture" (p. 164). Since these differences are reflected in 
people's languages when people from different cultures come into contact, 
misunderstandings are bound to occur.
This concept of language and culture interaction is also reflected in the Whorfian 
Hypothesis (Whorf, 1956) , which states that world views of people in a community 
are formed by the language that they use, and that the language expressing that world 
view is different and specific in each community.
All these differences also play an important role in second language learning. 
According to Valdes (1986), once second language learners come to an 
understanding of the behaviors of the people from the target culture, they succeed in 
both learning the target language and adjusting to the target culture (p.3). She 
emphasizes the connection between language and thought noting that they influence 
one another. Like Whorf, she points out that the way in which an idea is stated
influences the way people conceptualize that idea. This process, hence, highlights 
the importance of teaching the values of the target culture.
Seelye (1988) agrees that culture should be taught whenever we have students to 
teach, and adds that the teaching of cross-cultural communication is often neglected. 
He gives three reasons for this negligence: lack of time, the belief that students will 
learn later, and the view that there is no relation between culture and communication 
skills. However, he argues against these reasons by saying firstly that not 
introducing the target culture influences students' degree of proficiency negatively, so 
time should be created to teach the target culture. Secondly, certain students may 
have fewer opportunities to be exposed to the target culture because of their primary 
field of study or major. For instance, students of physical science are likely to study 
language and culture less than students of social science. Finally, if a student is 
unaware of the cultural connotations of the words in a language, this may lead to an 
awkward situation in which the student may use the language inappropriate to a 
given situation.
In light of what is said above, cultural differences in language are an important 
issue which should be dealt with carefully. The amount of variation in cultural 
patterns, beliefs and values plays an important role in cross-cultural communication. 
Each of the above mentioned studies points to the idea that misunderstandings and 
misconceptualizations may accompany foreign language learning. However, they 
can be reduced to a minimum and acceptable level if a bridge can be built between 
two cultures through familiarizing target language learners with the values, notions.
beliefs, customs, and world views of the target culture, as well as analyzing their own 
culture.
Although there are a lot of studies conducted to show the interrelation between 
teaching target culture and target language, not many studies are available to show 
the differences between Turkish and American culture. These differences may have 
destructive effects on Turkish students who will further their study in the U.S. in 
regards to their educational and social lives. Therefore, I have decided to conduct 
this research study in order to examine the differences between these two cultures 
and use these insights to investigate what might be useful in a cross-cultural 
communication class in Turkey.
Statement of the Problem
Teaching culture plays a crucial role in foreign language teaching although it is 
widely neglected in Turkey because of the attention given to the teaching of language 
skills. Since English is taught in the learners' own environment where Turkish is the 
native language, learners lack opportunities to be exposed to the target culture and to 
use the English language in their own cultural environment. As a result, the learners 
with little or no awareness of the target culture are likely to experience difficulties in 
adjusting to the target culture if they continue their educational lives in the target 
environment. Therefore, language teachers should expose students to the cross- 
cultural contexts that will help them in understanding the target culture. Bringing to 
class some materials that reflect cultural aspects of a language may be a solution to 
this problem. However, most teachers do not have enough time to utilize these
materials with students in order to see their reactions, interpretations, and attitudes 
towards the target culture which stem from their cultural backgrounds and social 
values. In Turkey, bringing culture into the classroom is an aspect of teaching which 
language teachers have problems with. Most of them must follow a strict 
curriculum which has little room for specifically teaching the target culture. 
Although most materials reflect the target culture, they are not used to assist the 
learning process. Because of this type of unsystematic presentation of cultural 
information, most students have very little notion of the people and society whose 
language they are learning.
Furthermore, if these students who do not have an in-depth understanding and 
awareness of the target culture and language want to go abroad for further studies, 
especially in the U.S., they face major problems like cultural adjustment and culture 
shock. The most specific examples of these problems can be seen in a study 
conducted by Esra Ozogul (1998). In her study she investigates Turkish students' 
experiences in the U.S. in relation to cross-cultural adjustments and the perceived 
needs of graduate students who will further their studies in the U.S.. The results of 
her study show that the participants had low familiarity with the U.S. culture. This 
caused them to have communication problems related to daily life and social 
situations, such as ordering food, talking on the phone, and understanding fast 
speech. Because of these problems some students minimized their contact with 
Americans. Another striking example of cultural adjustment cited by Ozogul was a 
case of culture shock where a student locked herself in her room for a week, not 
going out at a ll .
The findings from the above mentioned study reveal that learning about the target 
culture and developing an awareness of it is crucial in adjusting to the target culture, 
which will enhance the learners' understanding and appreciation of both their own 
and the target culture (Robinson & Nocon, 1996). Since learning about the target 
culture plays an important role in successful adjustment to it, my research focuses on 
the differences between Turkish and American culture, and their application to 
classroom use, especially to those classes which prepare students for further study 
abroad.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is to examine the ways Turkish and Americans differ in 
their reactions and interpretations of themes and issues reflecting American culture in 
the American film Grand Canyon. Also, the study attempts to investigate which of 
these insights can be utilized in a cross-cultural communication class in Turkey and 
for what purposes.
Significance of the Study
The study will shed more light on the recognition of the interrelatedness of 
language and culture in the language teaching and learning process. Furthermore, it 
will be a helpful source in bringing about an awareness of difficulties and problems 
that Turkish students may encounter when they go to the U.S. for university study.
According to Wallerstein (1983), as people live in the United States and learn 
English, they "reframe" their culture and assimilate new cultural and social
structures. As a result, language learning may encompass the acquisition of a second 
identity. If a person is not prepared for the new society that s/he is exposed to, s/he 
may experience a clash of two identities, which may lead to psychological problems 
or disorders. For this reason, it is very important that the learners are well prepared 
before they come into contact with the target culture. Therefore, an analysis of the 
interpretations will help to assess the possible needs of learners going to the United 
States for further studies in terms of adaptation to differences between American 
cultural values and beliefs and those of the Turkish culture. This study, thus, will 
contribute to building more comprehensive language programs in order to prepare the 
learners going abroad so as to minimize the likely problems that they may encounter 
there.
Research Questions
This study will address the following research questions:
1. In what ways do Turkish and Americans differ in their interpretations of 
cultural themes and issues raised in an American film?
2. How do these different interpretations relate to underlying cultural 
values?
3. Which of these insights might be useful in a cross-cultural communication 
class in Turkey? For what reasons?
CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
Introduction
In the previous chapter, the significance of culture in learning the target 
language and what linguists have to say about this were briefly mentioned. In this 
chapter, I present a review of literature regarding the role of target culture in the 
foreign language teaching and learning process in order to provide some background 
to this study. In the first section some definitions of culture are given. The second 
section deals with the relationship between language and culture, which will form a 
base to the third section, cross-cultural communication. The fourth section provides 
some information about the acculturation process in language learning. In the fifth 
section, American cultural values are presented. Finally, the importance of the target 
culture in language classroom is discussed in the last section.
What is Culture?
As Street (1993) says answering the question "What is culture?" is not easy, 
especially in an 'increasingly international world'. In this section, I summarize some 
of the definitions.
Culture is defined by E. B. Tylor (1871, cited in Cole and Scribner, 1974, p.6) as 
"a complex which includes knowledge, belief, art, morals, law, custom, and any 
other capabilities and habits acquired by man as a member of society".
Brooks (1968, cited in Seelye, 1988, p.l5) explains culture as "patterns of 
living," a concept defined as "... the individual's role in the unending kaleidoscope 
of life situations of every kind and rules and models for attitude and conduct in
them." Seelye (1988) adds "these patterns enable the individual to relate to the social 
order to which he is attached" (p. 15).
According to Larson and Smalley (1972, cited in Brown, 1994 p.l63) culture is a 
"blueprint that guides the behavior of people in community and is incubated in 
family life. It governs our behavior in groups, and makes us sensitive to matters of 
status, and helps us know what others expect of us and what will happen if we do not 
live up to their expectations." Brown (1994) agrees with the preceding definition by 
describing culture as "a way of life ... the context within which we exist, think, feel, 
and relate to others" (p.l63).
Lado (1990) refers to culture as the "ways of people", and he adds that 
"...cultures are structured systems of patterned behavior" (p. 110).
In the words of Harris and Moran (1991), culture is "the unique life style of a 
particular group of people ... Culture is also communicable knowledge for human 
coping within a particular environment that is passed on for the benefit of subsequent 
generations" (p. 117).
Salzmann's (1993) definition is not very different from the others. He defines it 
as "the pattern of the learned behavior, knowledge, and beliefs transmitted from 
generation to generation by members of particular society" (p. 271).
The definition given by Montgomery and Reid-Thomas (1994, cited in Tavares 
and Cavalcanti, 1996 p. 18) is "... the whole way of life of a people or group. In this 
context, culture includes all the social practices that bond a group of people and 
distinguishes them from others."
Hoftstede (1997) notes a distinction between “culture one” and “culture two”. 
What he calls “culture one” is " civilization or refinement of the mind and in
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particular the results of such refinement, like education, art, and literature." He takes 
this definition as the "culture in narrow sense. What he means by “culture two” is 
“the collective programming of the mind which distinguishes the members of one 
group or category of people from another” (p. 5). He believes that “culture two” is a 
kind of “software” which is “a usually unconscious conditioning which leaves 
individuals considerable freedom to think, feet, and act but within the constraints of 
what his or her social environment offers in terms of possible thoughts, feelings, and 
actions” (p. 235). Hofstede points out that people carry within themselves “patterns 
of thinking, feeling, and potential acting which were learned throughout their 
lifetime” (p. 4).
Holliday (1997) presents a different notion of culture introducing "large culture" 
and "small culture". By "large culture" he refers to "ethnic, national or international 
entities" such as "British, Indonesian, Western or European cultures", and by "small 
culture" he refers to "any cohesive social grouping" such as "hospital, research, 
family, office or organization cultures" (p.l). He argues that small cultures are "non- 
essentialist." They do not relate to "large cultures." Instead, they "relate to cohesive 
behavior in activities within any social grouping". On the contrary, he sees "large 
cultures" as "essentialist in that they relate to the essential differences between 
ethnic, national, and international entities ...It tends to be culturist" (p. 3). This 
culturism in "large eultures" results in "etherisation" which he defines as "the 
process whereby 'foreign' is reduced to a simplistic, easily digestible, exotic or 
degrading stereotype" (p. 6).
Barth (1969, cited in Nauerby, 1996, p .l6) takes Holliday's "otherisation" as 
"otherness". He says that people have to come into contact with other cultures in
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order to come to a realization of their own culture and identity. This interaction is 
necessary for "identity-formation" of individuals, which is a product of "otherness".
The above mentioned definitions illustrate that culture which exists in a particular 
society shows itself through lifestyles, interrelations, behaviors, world views and 
languages of people forming that society. People relate themselves to others through 
the culture that they have been exposed to through their lives. Since culture is 
communicated to other members of the society through language, the relationship 
between language and culture is important to examine.
Culture and Language
Language is an inseparable element of culture. Dewey (1897, cited in Seelye, 
1988, p. 15) points out that language is "primarily a social instrument." Language 
helps people who use it to relate to their environments, to recognize cultural and 
natural things, and to arrange their activities (Damen, 1987, p. 121). According to 
him "languages are related to world views of their speakers." By "world view" here 
he refers to "a term that describes categories and their relationships, or the particular 
way of dealing with social life identified with a given social group" (p. 124). The 
Whorfian hypothesis which was put forth years ago supports this point. Benjamin 
Whorf (1956) theorizes that the world views of a community are shaped and 
reflected in the language that they use. Whorf states:
It was found that the background linguistic system (in other words, 
the grammar) of each language is not merely a reproducing instrument 
for voicing ideas but rather is itself shaper of ideas, the program and 
guide for the individual's mental activity, for his analysis of impressions.
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for his synthesis of his mental stoek in trade.... We dissect nature along 
lines laid down by our native languages. The categories and types that 
we isolate from the world of phenomena we do not find there because 
they stare every observer in the face; on the contrary, the world is 
presented in a kaleidoscopic flux of impressions which has to be organized 
by our minds - and this means largely by the linguistic systems in our minds. 
We cut nature up, organize it into concepts, and ascribe significances as 
we do, largely because we are parties to an agreement to organize it in this 
way ....We are thus introduced to a new principle of relativity, which holds 
that all observers are not led by the same physical evidence to the same 
picture of the universe, unless their linguistics are similar, or can in some 
way be calibrated ( pp. 212- 214).
Whorf s proposition of different perceptions of the world in different language 
communities is known as "linguistic relativity." He also claims that differences in 
people's world views are caused by the differences in their languages, which is 
known as "linguistic determinism" (Cole & Scribner, 1974, p. 41).
The Whorfian hypothesis has been disputed by many. Wardhaugh (1976, cited 
in Brown, 1994) finds fault with the Whorfian hypothesis and states that all 
languages enable their speakers to talk about every other language which he calls 
"meta language" and to observe the world. Therefore, all languages allow the 
speakers to cope with any existing predisposition (p.l86). Guiora (1981, cited in 
Brown, 1994) finds the Whorfian hypothesis “extravagant,” in particular claims that 
influence of language on behavior is "permanent and absolute" (p. 186).
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Ferdinand de Saussure (1960, cited in Turner, 1992,) sees language as a 
mechanism that determines how we decide what forms "an object" in the first place. 
Turner further explains Saussure’s point as follows “Language does not name an 
already organized and coherent reality; its role is far more powerful and complex. 
The function of language is to organize, to construct, indeed to provide us with our 
only access to, reality...The power of constructing 'the real' is attributed to the 
mechanism of language within the culture” (pl3) Turner (1992) adds that "...cultural 
relations are reproduced through the language system... Different cultures may not 
only use different language systems but they may also... inhabit different worlds. 
Culture, as the site where meaning is generated and experienced, becomes a 
determining, productive field through which social realities are constructed, 
experienced, and interpreted" ( p. 14-15).
While Brown (1994) states that teachers today attend "to a more moderate view" 
of Whorfian hypothesis because of "the intuitive evidence of the interaction of 
language and culture," he seems to believe that people are connected to each other 
with some universal characteristics through language and culture (p. 187). He adds 
that "culture is an integral part of the interaction between language and thought. 
Cultural patterns, customs, and ways of life are expressed in language" (p. 185).
The reasons language and culture are inseparably connected can be seen in 
Buttjess' (1990) words. According to him language acquisition differs across 
cultures. When people share their language, they become a "competent member of 
society". "The form, the function, and the content of children's utterances" are 
influenced by society. He adds that "transmission of sociocultural knowledge" is
14
more important than "grammatical input", and speakers of a language pick up 
"paralinguistic patterns and the kinesics of their own culture" (p. 50).
Montgomery and Reid-Thomas (1994, cited in Tavares & Cavalcanti, 1996, p,18) 
say " culture and language are interrelated and that language is used as the main 
medium through which culture is expressed".
In all these views, there is a basic assumption that culture and language are 
interwoven. They are part of each other and necessary for the flow of 
communication across cultures. They both have equal importance in communication 
and cannot be seen as functioning independently (Valdes, 1986).
Cross-cultural Communication 
Damen (1987) describes cross-cultural communication as:
Acts of communication undertaken by individuals identified with 
groups exhibiting intergroup variation in shared social and cultural 
patterns. These shared patterns, individually expressed, are the major 
variables in the purpose, the manner, the mode, and the means by which 
the communicative process is effected ( p. 23).
If communicative acts of speakers are perceived or interpreted wrongly due to 
cultural variations, the course of communication will be obstructed. Therefore, the 
amount of variation in cultural patterns, beliefs and values plays an important role in 
cross-cultural communication (Samovar and Porter, 1991). They further explain 
their point:
The link between culture and communication is crucial to understanding 
intercultural communication because it is through the influence of culture
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that people leam to communicate. A Korean, an Egyptian, or an American 
learns to communicate like other Koreans, Egyptians, or Americans. Their 
behavior conveys meaning because it is learned and shared; it is cultural. 
People view through categories, concepts, and labels that are products of their 
culture (p.l4).
Thus, the above words makes it clear that Samover and Porter support Holliday's 
(1997) "large culture" notion, which he uses to refer to the "ethnic, national and 
international entities" (p.l).
According to Philipsen (1992) when people try to understand others from other 
communities whose culture is totally strange to them, they are likely to 
misunderstand the others. In other words, one develops a kind of "lens" through 
which s/he can understand people from other cultures by learning about their culture 
(p. 42). Similarly, Brown (1990) remarks that “communication is a dangerous 
business” (p. 17). She says that it is impossible to avoid misunderstandings purely, 
but it is possible to teach students to reduce this risk.
Culture Shock
Culture shock is a result of miscommunication in terms of cultures. It is the 
"state of anxiety to which a learner is exposed upon entering a new and totally 
unfamiliar culture" (Stem, 1983, p. 382). Fumham (1994) states that culture shock is 
generally caused by the experience of living in a new culture, and this unexpected 
experience leads a learner to a negative interpretation of his/her own culture and the 
target culture. Adler (1972, cited in Brown, 1994) points out that people undergoing 
culture shock experience a number of feelings at the same time such as repression.
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regression, isolation, and rejection. In some cases, the effects of culture shock may 
go much further leading to a psychological destructiveness. Foster (1962, cited in 
Brown, 1994) thinks that culture shock is a mental sickness. The victim is always 
depressed, aggravated and irritated when s/he is not the center of attention. Damen 
(1987) rejects the idea of viewing culture shock as disease or disorder. According to 
him it is a necessary stage in learning a foreign language.
In a new cultural environment, one starts to use his or her value judgments to 
explain his or her new crosscultural experiences. During this process, he or she tries 
to make sense of these experiences through "self-examination with feelings of guilt 
or shame" (Mezirow, 1991, p.l68). In the process of adjusting to a foreign culture 
one starts to go through "critical reflection" which is "becoming critically aware of 
our habitual patterns of expectation, the meaning perspectives which have made 
sense out of our encounters with the world, others, and ourselves" (Mezirow, 1990, 
p.l2).
Hofstede (1997) believes culture shock is a state where the person goes back to 
the mental state of an infant and begins to learn simple things again. Therefore, s/he 
starts feeling stressed, hostile and helpless towards the new environment. He cites an 
American who went to Nice, France for business, locked herself in her apartment and 
never dared to go out. Larson and Smalley (1972, cited in Stem, 1996) suggest that 
the best way to cope with culture shock is to find an affectionate "family" and 
become their "child" until growing up and getting familiar with the new culture.
Triandis (1994) believes that culture shock can be overcome by learning the 
language spoken in the target culture environment, learning about the patterns of
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behavior, understanding peoples of the target culture, and learning the expected 
behavior in the target environment.
The perspectives above view culture shock as a stage in the process of 
acculturation. It is a necessary process of learning a language, especially when there 
is a big difference between the beliefs, attitudes and values of the target culture and 
the learner's own, and it is inevitable for the learner to suffer from these differences 
for a while.
Acculturation
Acculturation is a step-by-step adaptation to a new target culture (Acton and 
Walker de Felix, 1986 ; Brown, 1994 ; Hofstede, 1997). Acton and Walker de 
Felix's acculturation model has four steps; the first one is "tourist" in which the new 
culture is nearly unapproachable. The second one is "survivor" which is the period 
of understanding the new culture and the language. The third is "immigrant" that is 
the degree of acculturation reached by an educated person. Finally, "citizen" in 
which the person becomes native-like.
Brown's (1994) and Hofstede's (1997) acculturation models are different from 
Acton and Walker de Felix's, especially in the two middle stages. They give four 
stages of acculturation . The first one is "euphoria", that is excitement or in 
Hofstede's words "the honeymoon" (p. 209) because one is happy to see new places. 
The second stage is "culture shock" which Brown defines as one's realization of the 
difference of the target culture from his or her own, and thus, feels insecure. The 
third stage is "culture stress" as Brown names it, but Hofstede defines this period as 
"acculturation." However, both of them agree that in this stage some of the
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problems start to be solved and the person starts to function in the new culture and 
gain self-confidence. The fourth and the last stage represents full adaptation and 
integration into the new culture. A person develops a new identity. Hofstede names 
this stage as the "stable state." According to him, in the last stage the person may 
remain negative and feel discriminated against although he can function well. He 
may feel just as good as he feels in his home country, or he becomes positive and he 
identifies himself or herself with the target culture even more than the natives of that 
culture.
Schuman (1986, cited in Spolsky, 1989) also proposes an acculturation model 
which has two types of variables in acculturation: social (relations between social 
groups) and affective (relations between individuals). These factors form a single 
variable which he calls acculturation. He says that language learning is an outcome 
of acculturation and the degree of the acculturation that a person experiences controls 
the degree that s/he acquires the target language. However, Damen (1987) and 
Spolsky (1989) find this model very limited because it is only applicable to second 
language learning in the target area over a long period. Brown (1994) also finds 
Schuman's model insufficient to explain the measurability of social distance.
Brown's "optimal distance model" suggests that an adult's mastery of the second 
language may not happen before the third stage of acculturation. If the person passes 
this stage without mastering the language; that is, if he finds nonlinguistic ways to 
cope with the new culture, he may never be successful in learning the language. This 
period is "cultural critical period" independent of age. Knowles (1970, cited in 
Damen, 1987) calls this period a "teachable moment" (p. 227) Brown suggests that 
"teachers in similar contexts could benefit from a careful assessment of the current
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cultural stages of learners with due attention to possible optimal periods for language 
mastery" (p.l81).
American Cultural Values
The differences between Americans' patterns of thinking, values, beliefs and 
attitudes and those of the people from other cultures create big problems in cross- 
cultural communication and often cause misunderstandings (Stewart, 1972). Kohls 
(1984) states that these differences do not make sense unless they are not seen 
through the beliefs and values of that specific group. Stewart (1972) notes that 
foreigners see Americans as having no certain values and therefore unpredictable 
behavior and thinking patterns. He explains that this kind of perception is caused by 
the "informality of American social relation” which “may be perceived as chaotic 
and the avoidance of overt authority" and thus may be evaluated as "ambiguity" (p. 
21). Similarly, Kohls (1984) thinks that if Americans are asked to describe their 
societal values, they will have a hard time giving a definite answer since they 
consider themselves as unique individuals. However, he observes that although most 
Americans think that they do not have certain values, they mostly hold the same 
values, which are different than the various ones that are held by the people of other 
countries. He discusses 13 values which he believes are representative of 
Americans, and which will be used as a framework for analyzing the data in this 
study. According to Kohls these 13 values are "personal control over the 
environment, change, time and its control, equality, individualism and privacy, self- 
help, competition, future orientation, action/work orientation.
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directness/openness/honesty, practicality/efficiency, materialism/ acquisitiveness" 
(P.16).
Stewart (1981) gives a more general framework under the name of "American 
Assumptions and Values." He use four categories with various subcategories. These 
are "form of activity, form of social relations, perception of the World, and 
perception of the self and the individual" (pp. 31-75).
Dindi, Gazur, Gazur and Dindi (1989) also use a similar framework in their 
study in which they compared American and Turkish cultures. The American values 
in their framework consist of 12 categories: "time/action, individualism, goal 
oriented, direct/open, disclosing, informal, assertive, casual friendships, equality, 
competition, optimistic" (p. 16).
Hofstede (1986) developed a model of cultural differences in his study carried 
out in 1980 in 40 different countries, which he called the 4-D Model of Cultural 
Differences. This model consists of four categories: individualism, power distance, 
uncertainty avoidance, and masculinity. He interprets these four categories as 
follows:
Individualism is contrary to Collectivism. In individualist cultures, personal 
interest and the interest of immediate dependents have primary importance in one’s 
life whereas in collectivist cultures group interest holds primary importance.
Power distance defines disparity amongst people in society from the extreme 
ends of the economic structure, which is accepted by all the members, especially the 
less powerful ones. The degree of accepting this inequality is different in every 
culture.
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Uncertainty Avoidance defines the extent to which people embrace behaviors 
and beliefs in order to minimize or avoid disturbing uncertainties in their culture.
Masculinity and Femininity define the roles that are given to men and women in 
different cultures. In masculine societies, men should be “assertive, ambitious, and 
competitive” and women are expected to take care of children and serve. In feminine 
cultures, “social roles for the sexes are relatively overlapping” (p.308). In this kind 
of cultures men are not supposed to be “ambitious or competitive but may go for a 
different quality of life than material success.” Therefore, in masculine cultures 
“material success and assertiveness” are important whereas in feminine cultures, 
people value “other types of quality of life interpersonal relation ship, and concern 
for the weak” (p. 308).
Figure 1 plots the location of 40 countries on the power distance and 
individualism factors.
2 2
POWER DISTANCE INDEX (PDI)
Figure l(Hofstede 1986, p.309) shows 40 countries falling on four quadrants 
representing Power Distance versus Individualism.
As shown in Figure 1, the location of 40 countries varies between four quadrants 
which represent individualism against power distance factors. In this figure Turkey 
falls in the quadrant of Large Power Distance/ Low Individualism whereas the U.S. 
falls in the quadrant of Small Power Distance/ High Individualism.
Unlike individualist cultures, collectivist cultures are stable groups in which the 
goals of group members are more important than individuals'. In individualistic 
societies the family relations are different, too. In these cultures parents provide 
more financial support to their children than love and affection whereas in 
collectivist cultures the parent -child relationship is expected to be strong. Similarly,
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the friendship in individualistic societies is not like the one in the collectivist 
societies. In the former societies, people see themselves detached and independent 
from their friends whereas in the latter relationship with others are more intensive 
and interdependent. Therefore the quality of friendship is different in both cultures. 
While in individualistic cultures friendship does not mean intimate relationships, in 
collectivist cultures having deep lifelong relationships are important (Triandis, Asai, 
& Lucca, 1988).
MASCULINITY INDEX (MAS)
Figure 2 (Hofstede 1986, p.310) shows 40 countries falling on four quadrants 
representing Uncertainty Avoidance versus Masculinity and Femininity .
As shown in Figure 2, Turkey and the U.S. take place in two opposite quadrants. 
While Turkey falls on the quadrant which represents Strong Uncertainty
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Avoidance/Feminine, the U.S. falls on the quadrant of Weak Uncertainty Avoidance/ 
Masculine.
In Chapter 5 I refer back to Hofstede's figures since I examine the differences 
between American and Turkish cultures.
The Target Culture in the Classroom
As it is mentioned in the previous sections, the fact that people coming from 
different cultures have different beliefs, values, and different ways of living suggests 
that cross-cultural miscommunication is likely to occur. In order to communicate 
effectively in a new language, one should have enough cultural background about the 
language that s/he is learning. Seelye (1988) says that "knowledge of the linguistic 
structure alone does not carry with it any special insight into the political, social, 
religious, or economic system" (p.7). He emphasizes that we should teach it 
systematically in addition to focusing on linguistic objectives. Supporting this idea, 
Gillian Brown (1990) agrees that teachers should clarify that the language their 
students speak and the culture they live in are different from other languages and 
cultures. Each of them has diverse "habits, values, patterns, and customs." She also 
adds "other people's views, values, traditions, feelings, cultures are valid and 
valuable as ours" (p. 14). This leads us to the idea that students need to learn cultural 
background knowledge of the language that they are learning because it will help 
them understand the language and the speakers of that language better.
Helping learners to develop positive attitudes towards differences fosters the 
process of learning and understanding other cultures (Damen, 1987). Culture
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learning gives students positive incentives in learning the target language (Tavares & 
Cavalcanti, 1996). According to Brown (1994) teachers can be of great help to 
students who are having a hard time adapting to a new language or culture by aiding 
them through the stages of acculturation without obstacles. He also points out that 
teachers should be attentive to the "expectations" of the students that emerge from 
the cross-cultural differences which accompany them.
Kramsch (1994) states that “besides trying to understand the foreign culture on 
its own terms, learners have to be aware of their own cultural myths and realities that 
ease or impede their understanding of the foreign imagination” (p.216). This 
increases one's self knowledge and awareness of one's own identity. She points out 
that “systematic training of learners in insider’s and outsider’s views of cultural 
phenomena should start early on with activities that require learner to adopt different 
ways of seeing” (p. 229). The objective that Lessard-Clouston (1997) gives for 
culture teaching within target language teaching is similar to the one that Kramsch 
gives. He believes that raising cultural awareness in students in order to help them 
develop a better understanding of the target culture as well as their own culture is 
crucial in terms of communication. He adds that systematic presentation of culture is 
an important factor in promoting target language learning. Furthermore, assessment 
of culture learning should take place in the learning process both to provide feedback 
to students and to make teachers responsible for their own teaching.
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Conclusion
In this Chapter, first different definitions of culture were given. These 
definitions lead us to the idea that people are bom into a culture that directs us to a 
string of shared ideas, world views, behaviors, and expectations, which are different 
in every society. Therefore, when people from different cultures come into contact, 
communication may be impeded because of the differences both in language and 
cultural patterns, beliefs and values. An awareness of these potential problems will 
help people to minimize or avoid difficulties in communicating. For this reason, 
teaching the target culture in classrooms gains a major importance in terms of 
helping students to overcome communication difficulties and appreciate both their 
own and the target culture.
This relationship between cross-cultural communication and learning about the 
target culture leads to the necessity of further investigation into cultural differences 
between American and Turkish societies. It is cmcial that students who will live and 
study in the U.S. have awareness of the differences between their own culture and 
American culture in order to get through the adaptation period with little or no pain.
In the next chapter, I will describe my methodological approach to this 
investigation.
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CHAPTER 3 METHODOLOGY 
Introduction
The purpose of this study is to examine the differences between Turkish and 
Americans' reactions and interpretations of scenes reflecting themes and issues raised 
in the American film Grand Canyon. It also aims to investigate which of these 
insights might be useful in a cross cultural communication class in Turkey.
The research question on examining the differences between two cultures based 
on a film is original. However, the second question on investigation of the usage of 
findings in a cross-cultural communication class in Turkey is partly borrowed from 
the study conducted by Esra Ozogul (1998). In her study, she focused on the 
investigation of "Turkish students' experiences in the US regarding cross-cultural 
adjustments; and the perceived needs of the graduate students attending a language 
course at the Department of Basic English, Middle East Technical University" (p.
29). One of her suggestions for further studies was about determining a pre­
departure English language course syllabi that would cater to the needs of students. 
Although I did not take the whole question, I was influenced by it and created 
another one which is a further step toward the development of a syllabus for a cross- 
cultural communication class in Turkey.
In this chapter I will describe the participants, the instruments used in data 
collection, data collection and analysis procedures.
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Participants
In this study, I collected data from two groups of participants. The first group 
consisted of six Turkish MA TEFL students who are also teachers at five different 
universities in Turkey and Northern Cyprus: Selçuk University, Middle East 
Technical University, Karadeniz Technical University, Eastern Mediterranean 
University, and Çukurova University. Five of these participants were female. The 
only male was a teacher at Çukurova University. The age distribution of the 
participants falls in the range of 27 to 32.
Table 1 below illustrates the detailed background information of the Turkish 
participants.
Table 1
Background Information of the Turkish Participants
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Background Teachers
A B C D E F
Age range 26-30 26-30 26-30 26-30 31-35 31-35
Sex F F F M F F
Home Ankara North
Cyprus
Izmir Adana Kars Bursa
University
graduated
METU lU BU CUK 19 Mayis MU
Major FLE ELT Translation
Interpretation
ELT
l
ELT ELT
Years of teaching 6 
experience
4 6 6 10 8
Areas taught GR,R,W GR, R,W GR,R,W GR, GR,R GR,R,W
L, TOEFL L,ESP L KPDS ESP Literature
Current
employment
METU EMU METU CUK KTU SU
Been abroad Yes Yes Yes No No Yes
Lived in an English No 
speaking country
No Yes No No No
JLY A X -/ X  a  w w ü * * * w * » *  ^ --------------------------  —  ^ ,
Bosphorous University, CUK= Çukurova University, MU= Marmara University, 
KTU= Karadeniz Technical University, SU= Selçuk University, EMU= Eastern 
Mediterranean University. GR= grammar, R= reading, W= writing, L= listening, 
ESP= English for Specific Purposes, KPDS= Foreign language proficiency 
examination for the state employees
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The second group of participants consisted of five Americans who are teachers 
of English and English literature at Bilkent University and Bilkent University 
Preparatory School They were from different parts of the U.S. Three of these 
participants were female. The age distribution of the participants fell in the range of 
26-40.
Table 2 shows more detailed background information about the American 
participants.
Table 2
Background Information of the American Participants
Background Teachers
G H I J K
Age range 31-35 31-35 26-30 31-35 36-40
Sex M F M F F
Home New York Boston Pennsylvania New York New England
University 
s/he graduated
Colombia
University
University of 
Wisconsin
Villanova
University
Colombia University 
University Massachusetts
Major Computer
Science
History
TESOL
Education English English
Literature
Years of teaching 1 5 7 7 17
experience
Areas taught Computer GR, L, R, 
Science W,S,
GR, W, R 
EAP
GR, W, 
Literature
W, S
Literature
Current
employment
BUPS BU BU BU BU
Been abroad Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Note: BUPS = Bilkent University Preparatory School, BU= Bilkent University
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The Turkish participants were selected from the current class of 18 MA TEFL 
students. Although I tried to choose Turkish participants from those who had never 
been abroad or lived abroad, I was not able find enough people who fit these 
characteristics. Therefore, I accepted ones who had been abroad.
Materials
In this study, I collected data through semi-structured questioimaires and a 
videotape of the film Grand Canyon (1991) which was produced by Lawrence 
Kasdan, Charles Okun, and Michael Grillo and directed by Lawrence Kasdan.
The semi-structured questionnaire was given to the participants before they 
viewed the film (see Appendices A and B). The questionnaires given to both groups 
were the same except for the last question. They were in English, and were 
comprised of 10 questions, seven of which were open ended. The aim of the 
questionnaire was to obtain information about participants' age, educational and 
professional background, and the countries that they had been to or lived in.
The film Grand Canyon, which lasts 134 minutes is the major source of 
material that I used to obtain data. I used it as a stimulator to get the participants' 
interpretations about the cultural issues in the film, which takes place in Los Angeles. 
In short, it is about the relationships among people from different social classes. It 
starts with a black tow-truck driver's coming to rescue a white lawyer whose car had 
broken down in a black neighborhood of Los Angeles. This becomes the beginning 
of a deep friendship between these two men. The events that involve their families 
and friends provide a rich context for discussion of personal and cultural values. The 
film does not represent all American culture, of course, but it can considered as a
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movie which shows an American “slice of life.” I chose this film because it was 
recommended by a Bilkent University staff member. It had not been shown in 
Turkey and therefore had not been seen by the participants, and it was also available.
Procedures
For Turkish participants I talked to my classmates and found the people 
available for viewing the film. For the American participants, I contacted a teacher 
at Bilkent University. Through her help I contacted some other teachers who might 
be interested in taking place in such a project. After finding the participants, the 
date, time and place of watching the film were arranged. The groups separately 
watched the film at my apartment in March 1999.
I explained both groups that my study would focus on cultural differences 
between Americans and Turks. The Turkish participants were asked to take notes 
about the main and sub themes in the film in terms of culture as well as their 
interpretations of the incidents taking place in the film. After viewing, a discussion 
of nearly an hour was held and was tape recorded. During the discussion, they talked 
about what themes they observed in the film, how they interpreted them, and how 
different or similar they found these incidents to Turkish culture and life.
The Americans were asked to note down the main and sub themes about 
American culture that they observed in the film. After viewing, a discussion about 
how they interpreted the scenes was held and tape recorded. At times the discussion 
digressed from its purpose of a cultural comparative analysis to that of a film 
criticism. In such instances, I attempted to reconcentrate the discussion on its main
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purpose by raising relevant questions in light of the Turkish participants' 
interpretations.
Data Analysis
In the first step of data analysis, the data from the discussions were transcribed. 
The qualitative data from the transcripts were analyzed first according to the 
categories of American values framework created by Robert Kohls (1984) (see 
footnote 1). I examined the framework to see if the themes that emerged in the 
transcriptions fit the categories in Kohls' framework. Then, I analyzed the 
transcriptions again to see if there were any themes that emerged that were different 
from Kohls' framework.
The data analysis procedures will be explained in a more detailed maimer in the 
next chapter.
' Due to the limited resources I was using during this study, I was unable to find any publications by 
Robert Kohls except for an unpublished article.
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CHAPTER 4 DATA ANALYSIS 
Overview of the Study
The aim of this study was to examine the differences between Turkish and 
Americans' interpretations of cultural themes and issues raised in an American film 
and to examine which of the resulting insights might be useful in a cross cultural 
communication class in Turkey.
In this study, data were collected from two different groups by using the movie 
Grand Canyon as a stimulus. The first group consisted of six MA TEFL students 
who are also teachers at four different universities in Turkey and Northern Cyprus. 
The second group consisted of six American teachers who work at different 
departments at Bilkent University. The participants viewed the film separately and 
had a discussion among themselves about their understandings and interpretations of 
the themes and issues in the film. The discussions, both of which were conducted in 
English, were audiotaped and transcribed. Both groups were given a semi-structured 
questionnaire prior to watching the film in order to obtain information about their 
ages, education, professional background, and the countries that they had been to or 
lived in.
Data Analysis Procedures
The analysis of qualitative data was carried out using the following procedures. 
During the first stage of the data analysis all of the discussions from the Turkish 
group and the relevant parts from the American group were transcribed. In the 
second step, the data were categorized according to the system developed by Robert 
Kohls (1984). This framework was chosen as a source since his stated values were
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also represented by Dindi’s et al (1989), Hofstede’s (1986), Stewart’s (1981), and 
Triandis’ et al (1988) values. However, the framework Kohls developed was clear 
and it fit the data gathered from the transcriptions better. In the third step, I 
compared the categories that emerged in the Turkish participants' discussion with 
those of the American participants'. In the next step, I analyzed the rest of the data 
creating a coding system to represent the topics and patterns that did not take place in 
Kohls' framework.
Results
In this section, the findings from the transcriptions are discussed under the 
following headings:
1. Categories from Kohls' framework that emerged in both groups.
2. Categories from Kohls' framework that emerged only in the Turkish group.
3. Categories from Kohls' framework that emerged only in the American group.
4. Categories that emerged that were not in Kohls' framework.
Table 3 shows what topics Turkish and American groups raised in regards to 
Kohls' categories.
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Table 3
The Values Raised by both the Turkish and the American Groups Regarding both 
Kohls' and Participants' Values.
Values Turks
Initiators
Americans
Kohls' Values
Personal control over the environment
Change
Time and Its Control 
Equality V/
Individualism and Privacy s/
Self-help 
Competition 
Future Orientation 
Action/Work Orientation
Informality
Directness/Openness/Honesty
Practicality/Efficiency
Materialism/Acquisitiveness s/
Particioants’ Values 
Public Behavior s/
Efficiency in Service
Power
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As can be seen in Table 3, some values are in Kohls' framework are raised by 
both the Turkish and American participants whereas some of the values are discussed 
by only the Turkish or American participants. The table also indicates that the 
participants raised some topics that are not part of in Kohls' framework.
Categories from Kohls' Framework that Emerged in both Groups
The topics from Kohls’ framework that emerged in both groups include personal 
control over the environment, equality, individualism and privacy, action/work 
orientation, directness, openness, and honesty, and materialism. In the following 
sections these categories are examined by showing excerpts from the transcriptions.
Personal Control over the Environment. Kohls (1984) states that "Americans do 
not believe in the power of Fate." He adds that in the United States "people consider 
it normal and right that Man should control Nature, rather than other way around" 
(p.4). In other words, "people believe everybody should have a control over 
whatever in the environment might potentially affect him or her. The problems of 
one's life are not seen as having resulted from bad luck. Furthermore, it is considered 
normal that anyone should look out for his or her own self-interest first and 
foremost" (p.4).
The excerpts from the discussion were stimulated by the scenes in which the 
Black man finds a girl friend, the woman finds a baby in the bushes, and a passerby 
pulls the lawyer by the neck right before he was almost hit by a truck. The line 
numbers refer to the original ones in the transcripts (see Appendices D and E). The 
explanation for the transcription keys is also given in Appendix D. The letters T, A
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and R refer to the Turkish speakers, the American speakers, and the researcher, 
respectively.
Excerpt 1 : Fate issue in human life
111 T 2: We're talking about the sub themes I can propose another one I think it's the
112 same in our culture as well maybe in many cultures when people are uhh in a
113 bad situation, they begin to strongly believe in supernatural forces but after
114 they recover from that situation they uhh [forget about it.
115 T 3 : [Forget about it.
116 T 2: Yeah in the film there are such examples of it.
The discussion moves to a different topic.
423 T 1 : The interesting thing is happy things happened out of fate and miracle but
424 normally what's going on in the world is not happy it's a reason to be
425 unhappy. That's what I think Mac's life was saved because the lady pulled
426 him by the neck and that was a miracle.
Excerpt 1 shows that the speakers 1,2, and 3 believe in the role of fate in human 
life. In line 113, T2 says that things happen because of some external forces not 
because people control what is happening around them. In lines 115, T3 agrees with 
T2. Also in lines 423 and 424, T1 explains events in the film by referring to fate and 
miracles.
The American group's interpretation of these issues is different.
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Excerpt 2: American viewer's opinion about the fate issue
192 A 3: It is fuimy about whole miracle and fate destiny thing that they start off in
193 the beginning the director talking about chaos in random and all the
194 characters seem to want to see like something not random controlling and
195 mother wanna see in the father, in Mac wants to see that and it was a miracle
196 something needed happen. I don't know I mean I don't really buy all that. 
Excerpt 2, (lines 192-196) A3 finds issues of fate and miracle strange and states in
line 209 that s/he does not accept the concept of fate and miracle as portrayed in the 
film.
Equality. Kohls explains equality as a "cherished value" (p.6). He says that 
Americans believe "all people have been 'created equal' ". He adds that "most 
Americans believe that God views all humans alike without regard to intelligence, 
physical condition or economic status." They all agree that "equality is an important 
civic and social goal" (p.6).
The excerpt below shows that the Turkish group thinks that American parents see 
their children as equal individuals without regard to their ages.
Excerpt 3: Taking children seriously
37 T 1: Here I guess the people in the film are different from our culture. They take
38 children very seriously and talk about serious subjects.
39 T 6: Like an adult, they listen, they share their uhh opinions that's very important.
40 We usually say oh you are a child you don't know much uhh much so you
41 shouldn't take role while taking important decisions .
40
42 T 1: They don't ask their children's opinions.
43 T 2: Yeah
The discussion moves to another topic.
58 T 3: Was it Grand Canyon no not Grand Canyon the lawyer's son was talking to
59 little boy and he also took him very seriously. In our culture we wouldn't
60 accept children too seriously.
In Excerpt 3 (line 38), T1 talks about American's treating their children seriously. 
In line , T6 agreeing with the words of T1 adds that Americans treat their children 
like an adult. In lines 58, 59 and 60, T3 comments that even the son takes a younger 
child very seriously and talks to him like an adult and adds in Turkish culture 
children are not taken seriously.
The excerpts below from the Turkish group also show that they think people are 
not given equal chances in the U.S., especially when Black people are in question.
Excerpt 4: Opportunities that Blacks have
80 T 6: Why do generally the black children have problems? Big problems outside e
81 the house instead of the white.
82 T 2: They haven't got the chance of getting good jobs like white people have
83 R: Do you think that was one of the themes in the film that everybody wasn't
84 given the same chance? There are also Spanish people.
85 T 2: It was obvious
86 T 6: Multicultural problems I think
41
In Excerpt 4, T6, in lines 80 and 81, says that Blacks have more problems than 
Whites. In line 82 T2 explains this by saying that Blacks and Whites do not have 
equal opportunities.
The next excerpt again refers to the issue of equality.
Excerpt 5: Imbalance between Blacks and Whites
208 T 4: Yes. After Simon , the black guy he saved lawyers life and then he went to
209 Simon's place to thank him. Hi hello but he didn't talk to him, he even didn't
210 look at him and then said he again didn’t you recognize me although he
211 heard saying hello, he didn’t respond
212 (Pause)
213 T 3: Maybe he was reserved or he didn't hear him
214 T 2 :1 don't think so
215 T 3: No maybe they don't talk to people they don't know
216 T 4 -TA 5 : uh huh
217 T 1: Do you remember when the wife said when you looked at the people in the
218 eye they might just shoot you so people are just afraid of each other. They
219 are getting uhh different
220 (Pause)
221 T 4:Here when you say hi to somebody they turn and say" How can I help you?"
222 T 6; Again we came to the same point there is an imbalance between Black and
223 White men in their relationship since an unexpected visit made him nervous. 
In lines 208 and 209 T4 points out that when the lawyer (White man) went to
Simon (Black man) to thank him, Simon did not respond immediately. In lines 222
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and 223, T6 explains Simon's being uncomfortable with an unexpected visit by a 
white man and states that this is because of the imbalance between the Blacks and the 
Whites.
The American group interprets these issues in terms of stereotyping the black.
Excerpt 6: Stereotyping the Black
11 A 1: As far as I was watching that speaking racial stereotypes like that oh dear
12 was this movie popular in Turkey as I was watching that scene and then I
13 thought people I've met uhh Blacks now really dangerous until you avoid it I
14 mean I've spoken with people in Turkey uhh in Europe and I said this is
15 another movie that perpetuates the whole CNN stereotypes that associates
16 Black with ghetto and whites being victimized by these evil Blacks in the
17 ghetto I thought really afraid and I thought how many people have seen this 
18A 4 :1 think it was even worse than that because the black who didn't fit the
19 stereotype which there were some, and there were some who did fit
20 stereotype the ones who didn't fit stereotype were important they were cowed.
21 The most they could possibly do is make a joke about that guy Mac "we
22 must be the only two black people he knows"
23 (laughter)
24 A 2: Were we also laughing at White guilt ?
25 A 4: What do you mean ?
26 A 2 :1 mean we're watching a movie you know we are all very conscious of these
27 portrayals of uhh of blacks as dangerous we're all sort of uncomfortable I
28 think I can say that we are seeing that portrayal of blacks =
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29 A 4: =Yeah but it just goes for the simplest view of American racism American
30 racism is black and white Hispanics in there for only 30 seconds.
31 A 1: Did you notice those uhh even the features it was so Black and so White.
32 Sam has such a big nose and Jane is wearing that short skirt and she is after
33 that first awkward date going to her house and Mac's wife has a such an
34 Anglo face Mac also has very refined features say you have even the the the
35 casting is sort of stereotyped I don't know it it really so cleanly it was so
36 cleanly Black and White.
Excerpt 6 shows that the American group becomes upset and uncomfortable 
with these scenes. In lines from 11 to 17, A1 says that Blacks in the movie are 
stereotyped and feels uncomfortable with the idea that many people outside of the 
US might have seen this movie. In lines 31 to 35, A1 again emphasizes the fact that 
the physical features of the characters representing Blacks and Whites are 
exaggerated. A2, in lines 26 and 28, admits that they feel uncomfortable by seeing 
this portrayal of Blacks. These comments seem to reflect Kohls’ idea that Americans 
embrace the value of equality since they are upset at being portrayed as an unequal 
society.
Directness/Openness/Honestv: Kohls states that Americans always prefer "the 
direct approach. They are likely to be completely honest in delivering their negative 
evaluations." He also says that "Americans are trying to urge their fellow 
countrymen to become more open and direct.... and consider anything other than 
direct and open being dishonest and insincere" (p.l3).
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The following quotes from the Turkish participants' discussion were stimulated by 
the scenes in which the father and son are talking about adopting a child, the son is 
telling his mother to get organized, and the mother and the son are talking about 
mother's love for the father and getting a divorce.
Excerpt 7: Comfortable and relaxed parent-children relationship
28 T 2: But at other points I agree with you but I realize that relationship between
29 son and father, mother and son very flexible they can can be treat each other
30 very comfortably. For example the son is very relaxed to ask his mother to
31 pick him up. This is something good and another point while the son was
32 driving they were talking about very serious subject adopting a child, at first
33 the father told him to concentrate on the road and was angry with the son
34 because he was talking about adopting a child but later on the father brought
35 up the subject talking about what they should do about it.
The discussion moves on to a different topic.
51 R: We don't know that. Let's talk according to the film. Also in the very
52 beginning the boy said you should be more organized or something like that.
53 T 2: Yeah. I thought in our culture a child wouldn't say such things to his family[=
54 T 3: = to his mother.
55 T 4: Can you say such a thing to your family? If I had said such a thing to my
56 mother she would say it's none of your business look at yourself
57 T 1 : His mother or father because they would regard it as rude.
In the excerpt above, in lines 29, 30, 31 T2 talks about the flexible, comfortable 
and relaxed relationship between the son and the parents, and s/he adds that in
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Turkish culture it is not possible. In lines 53,54,55,56 and 57, the speakers T3, T4, 
and T1 agrees with what T2 says. T1 comments that it would be rude to have such a 
relationship with parents.
In Excerpt 8 the discussion continues on the value of openness 
Excerpt 8: Openness between mother and son
61 T 4: Also the mother talked about the relationship with the father " I'm crazy
61 about your father " she said . They are very open and she told him to
62 [take condom
63 Ts: [Uhhuh
63 T 3: And the son is fifteen years old and he had a girl friend and he was
64 kissing her in front of his mother. They are very open.
In lines 61 and 62, T4 finds the mother's telling about her love for the father and 
about the condom for the son very open in terms of child-parent relationships. Other 
speakers also agree with this (line 63). Similarly, T3 in lines 64 and 65 finds the 
son's hugging his girlfriend in front of the mother very open.
The same scenes were interpreted by the American group in a different way. The 
excerpts below show the differences.
Excerpt 9: The relationship between the child and the parents
146 A 1: Also the son was totally protected. Look at the way he is talking to a little
147 kid I thought I'd like to see a full grown up man talking like this it's so amazing.
148 A 4: Yeah that was uhh that was kind of silly you know but in the beginning
149 he was a typical sort of brat who was kind of snotty to his mom. He's
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150 too smart, some of the things that he said to mom at the beginning like "you
151 actually way you got to get organized".... Like, fuck off, there's no way, like
151 a teenegaer is gonna to say that to his mom. So he was not kind of a distant
152 kind of not really believable but a typical kind of jerk in the end all of a
153 sudden he gets back from the camp and this guy knows more about life
154 .. .Christ! He could have learnt when he was 15. Listen to him he is like a
155 counsellor or something.
156 A 1: He was so incredibly gentle and sweet.
157 A 4: He was unbearable there
158 A 2: The one thing that struck me about like the whole scene where the mother’s
159 like giving him all this advice before he goes off to camp is that I felt
160 two things that if the movie had been made today she would have said " take
161 sun cream, take insect repellent and condoms" and again it's like she's not
162 treating him as somebody as old as he is
163 A 1: Well, he's 15
164 A 2: Right.
165 A 1: Condoms?
166 A 2: Yeah.
167 A 1: What other mother tells 15 year old that (indecipherable speech)
168 A 4: It wouldn't be out of keeping with this LA liberal thing that the fact they
169 can talk to each other so openly but she doesn't say it she's still treating him
170 like a kid
In Excerpt 9 (lines 146 and 147), A1 does not find the son's talking to a little 
child like an adult realistic. In lines 149, 150,151 and 152 A4 says the son is a “brat”
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and “snotty.” S/he finds the son's telling his mother to get organized unrealistic. In 
line 162, A2 and in lines 169 and 170 A4 thinks that the mother does not treat him as 
old as he is and treats him like a little kid. Both the Turkish participants and 
Americans find the mother-son scenes unusual, but they frame them in different 
ways. The Turkish participants say it would be rude in Turkey while the Americans 
say he was a “jerk.”
Excerpt 10: Mothers' attitudes
172 A 1: Mothers in the movie are sort of what do you call it uhh over controlling
173 and just giving rules but not really giving love and the children weren't
174 relating to them when the father is around the boys were like sort of uhh dad
175 we understand each other so well but with the mother it's just like she just
176 nags me all the time she doesn't understand me she makes rules for me she
177 just over loves and it is like get away from me I don't want that.
178 A 2 - A 4: Yeah yeah
In lines from 172 to 175, A1 sees the mothers in the movie as over controlling, 
not really loving and not relating to the children. A1 also interprets the son as not 
wanting to accept his mother’s love, or her rules (linesl76 and 177). In line 178, A2 
and A4 agree with this comment.
Excerpt 11; Father and son relationships
178 A3: With the Black boy they play games they relate to each other something
179 like a father and a son.
180 A 5: That doesn't really represent American fathers who on the average spend
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181 three to eight minutes a day with their children.
182 A 4: That's the first thing that I noticed when I first came to Turkey that the
183 Turkish fathers are wonderful with their children
184A 1: Well I was sitting on he hus with a student on my way down and she pulled
185 out her cellular phone and there was message from her father that just said
186 kiss and so she called him right back or she just left him another message that
187 said well here is a kiss from me and I said whoa I've never heard of an
188 American father in the middle of the day sending a message like this. It
189 would be weird.
190 A 4: Yeah
In lines 181 and 182, A5 says that the American fathers do not spend enough 
time with their children. In lines 183 and 184, A4 finds Turkish fathers more 
attentive to their children. In lines from 185 to 189, A1 talks about an incident 
happening between a father and the daughter, which s/he observed. S/he thinks that 
the Turkish fathers are more loving and caring.
Excerpt 12 is an example of a scene that the Turkish group found too direct in 
terms of human relations. The incident they are referring to was when the lawyer, 
Mac, offered to buy breakfast for Simon, the tow truck driver who he believes had 
saved his life.
Excerpt 12: Politeness
225 T 5: And he offered him breakfast
226 T 6 :Very strange because he said can I buy you breakfast now ( ( In a very direct
tone))
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227 T 4: Simon because very happy and [=
228 T 1 := Such things are very very rare here people don't offer things to people they
229 don't know
230 T 3: But somebody does a favor to you you want to pay back.
231 T 5: Yeah I am talking about politeness
232 T 3: Yeah politeness you buy a present like a bunch of flowers
233 T 5: Or you invite her to your house but you don't say can I buy you breakfast 
((in a very direct tone))
234 T 6 :1 think in Turkey there isn't so much strong racism. That's why we are
235 more humanistic to each other.
In Excerpt 12, in line 226, T6 finds lawyer's offering breakfast strange because 
s/he thinks it is a very direct offer. In lines 231 and 232, T5 and T3 find this gesture 
as one of politeness, but T5 also finds these words very direct. T6 (in lines 234 and 
235) sees the action as being connected to humanism and racism.
The same scene is interpreted by the American group differently.
Excerpt 13: Patronizing
255 A 3: For the Simon character there was a moment of tension when they were
256 having breakfast I wanna buy you breakfast because you must be poor black
257 guy who can't afford his own breakfast. And the idea running through there
258 and then you know like Simon seems to have figured him out. This is just
259 another white guy with guilt on his conscious about being White and having
260 to be black which is a kind of patronizing attitude to have uhh and it could
261 have happened like that scene outside it's like something is bothering you
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262 and he should have just said like you're a fucking joke man get out of my
263 life alright yeah I saved your life great now just get lost 'cause you're kind of
264 creeping me out here like
265 A 4: Yeah
Excerpt 13 indicates that the gesture is perceived by A3 as racism. A3 sees 
lawyer's offer to buy breakfast as an insult to the Black man. In line 265, A4 
supports this view.
Another scene also raised the issue of directness in Turkish group. In this scene 
the lawyer, Mac, sits in a cafeteria with his secretary with whom he had an affair in 
the past and her Black female friend, Jane. Mac and Jane meet there for the first 
time, and Mac asks Jane if she would like to meet a Black man or not.
Excerpt 14: Introducing a friend
243 T I ; You know there were single people so Mac suggested the woman Jane to
244 meet Simon. Such things happen in Turkey too. You tell about some people
245 to other people
246 T 2: But they were total strangers. Do we do it with strangers too?
247 T 4: No not the minute you meet.
248 T 6: She didn't know the girl but she suggested you introduce them.
249 T 1:1 had a friend And so he called someone called my friend and said there is
250 guy Ithink he is very suitable for you and she didn't know the guy. The person
251 who called gave the address to the guy and he came knocked on the door and
252 took her out for a dinner.
253 T 2: How would you feel if somebody did this to you?
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254 T 1: Very uncomfortable.
In lines 246, 247,and 248 T2, T4 and T6 find Mac's suggestion strange because 
Mac and Jane has just met, and they find it unlike Turks. In line 254, T1 thinks that 
kind of an offer would make him or her very uncomfortable.
The American group's interpretation is as follows:
Excerpt 15: The secretary's frustration
231 A 3 :1 got really confused when he sat down with the two woman and when he's
232 being all like uhh and he said to her I have a friend he's a good looking
233 handsome Black guy I thought (indecipherable speech) she was profoundly
234 offended by that by the expression on her face
235 A 2: She was
236 A 3 :1 thought that the scene was gonna be like her going my God that guy's such
237 an asshole how did I ever like him
The excerpt above shows that A3 (line 234) takes the offer as an insult to the 
secretary. A2 also supports A3 in line 237. They don’t refer to the “set-up” between 
Jane and Simon.
Categories from Kohls' Framework that Emerged only in the Turkish Group 
Individualism. Kohls (1984) states that in the US "each individual is seen as 
completely and marvelously unique", in other words, each individual is "totally 
different from all other individuals, and therefore, particularly precious and 
wonderful" (p.7). Americans may form groups for particular purposes, but they also
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think that they are different from others within the group and may break free from 
the group at any time.
This issue comes up in the Turkish group. The excerpt below indicates how they 
interpreted some scenes in terms of individualism. In the excerpt the Turkish group 
is responding to the scene in which the son asks his mother to pick him up at school 
and the mother says she cannot.
Excerpt 16: Mother’s refusal of the son’s request
23 T 1: Another one, the boy goes into his mom's room and says and he wants her to
24 pick him up. She disagrees. They are very individualistic but in the black
25 family it is the other way around.
26 R: What about here in Turkey? Do Turkish mother go and pick their son or [=
27 T 1 Of course, they go and pick
In this excerpt, T1 (In line 24) finds the mother's refusal of her son's request very 
individualistic, and in line 27 s/he adds that a Turkish mother would do it even if she 
has important work to do.
Categories from Kohls' Framework that Emerged Only in the American Group
Action/ Work Orientation. Kohls (1984) says that Americans “routinely plan 
and schedule an extremely active day, and relaxation must be limited in time, and 
aimed at 'recreating' their ability to work harder and more productively once the 
recreation is over” (p.l 1). He also adds that "people think that it is 'sinful' to 'waste 
one's time,' 'to sit around doing nothing,' or just to 'daydream'" (p.l 1).
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The American group raises this issue with the words below. The discussion in 
Excerpt 16 is stimulated by the scene in which the mother is on the bed with a lot of 
papers and notebooks in front of her.
Excerpt 17: Mother's work
84 A 5: If you look into her frustration in that first scene before she finds the child
85 she's like manufacturing all responsibilities for herself she has all those date
86 books, calendars and doing volunteer work and doesn't seem to have her own
87 job and after she finds the baby there everything changes and that's when she
88 has her real ((says it ironically)) responsibilities in Mac uhh the other
89 characters are also looking for this real responsibility you know what I
90 mean....
A 5 here in lines 85 and 86 exemplifies Kohls' value of work orientation. The 
speaker says that the mother occupies herself with a lot of work. That her comment 
in lines 87 and 88 about “real” responsibility with a baby is said in jest is apparent 
from the audiotape.
Materialism. According to Kohls (1984) Americans want to think that "Their 
material objects are just the natural benefits which always result from hard work and 
serious intent - a reward" (p.l5). He says that "they value and collect more material 
objects than most people would dream of owning.... since Americans value newness 
and innovation, they sell or throw away their possessions frequently and replace 
them with newer ones" (pp. 15-16).
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Excerpt 18: Possessions that the family have
126 A 3: Being disempowered but but they still actually have all stuff
127 A 4: Yeah, yeah
128 A 3: They've got the cars, they've got the big dog I mean they got all the stuff but
129 everybody else has a more earthy and elemental kind of existence
130 A 1: Yeah but he loses his mistress his wife doesn't need him his son leaves him
131 uhh his best friends (indecipherable speech) even Simon is going to fly off
132 into the sunset with Jane he he he's left with his job all the white male
133 privilege but everybody is kind of drifting everybody doesn't need him.
In lines 128 and 129 talks about the lawyer's, Mac, possessions saying "they've
got the cars.... they got all the stuff," and s/he refers to the black family saying 
"everybody else has a more earthy and elemental kind of existence."
Excerpt 19 below indicates how the American perceived Mac’s having more than 
one car.
Excerpt 19: The cars that the family have
239 A 1: What's this with three cars? Mac has one in the beginning and then he has a
240 four wheel drive and then that van thing I mean it seems like awful lot of
241 cars
242 A3: Wasn't that what's his name's car uhh Simon?
242 A 4: That's LA everybody has five -six cars
In lines 239 and 240, A1 talks about Mac's having more than one car. The 
American group talk about the material objects that the family have in the film. The 
fact that they comment on this indicate an awareness of the value placed on
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materialism among Americans, at least for those in Los Angeles. The Turkish 
participants did not even mention this.
Categories that Emerged that were not in Kohls' Framework
Public Behavior. This issue comes up in the Turkish group's discussion. The 
Turkish group responded to a scene in which the son sits on the bed with his shoes.
Excerpt 20: Taking off shoes
382 T 2: Another point on the camp the boy and little boy was sitting in the bed with
383 their shoes as the boy talking to the child he sat on the bed with his shoes.
384 T 3: Yes we take off our shoes.
In lines 382 and 383, T2 finds the boy's sitting on bed with his shoes strange.
T3, in line 384, says that Turkish people take their shoes off in such situations.
Efficiency in Service. In these scenes that stimulated the discussion, Mac calls 
for a tow-truck and his wife, in another scene, his wife calls an ambulance.
Excerpt 21:
197 T 4: Another thing is tow truck we call the tow truck here maybe they come next
198 maybe the other day. Although I know that in the movie truck would come
199 in a few minutes I couldn't believe .It wouldn't happen here. You call them
200 they ask questions , they forget you call them again
201 T 3: There emergency kind of help comes immediately, 991 too
202 T 5: She was asked questions, too
203 T 4: Yes she was asked questions, too but they were, the minute you call them
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204 they know that it is emergency.
205 T 6: Emergency is important there, here after you die they may come.
206 T 5: Do you remember anything to this she said 911 that they are giving so
207 importance to human life.
In lines 198,199, and 200, T4 says that help comes immediately in America 
whereas in Turkey, people wait for a long time. In lines 205 and 206, T6 and T5 
support T4 and says American give more importance to human life than they do in 
Turkey.
Power. The issue of power is raised by the American group as a response to 
different scenes such as when a Black gang member shows his gun to Mac, when 
Mac steals the ball from Simon while they are playing basketball, and when his wife 
wants to adopt a baby.
Excerpt 22: Mac's being disempowered
102 A 5: There is something about that white man needing to to get over sort of
103 feminization. This is the first thing I thought when Mac is in the car and the
104 black guy pulls up his shirt to you and shows him his gun you know this
105 phallic he is recovering from it kind of developing some kind of manhood
106 through like if he is no longer powerful if he is you know disempowered by
107 this violence by them kind of asserting himself over Simon and the secretary
108 is a way of respecting that power.
109 A 1: Yeah even in the basketball scene with Simon purely much better than Mac 
109 comes he is much more skilled the way he steals the ball from him . I think
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110 they kept reasserting the idea of the brain is white and brawn is black an
111 over and over again. Simon is so big and Mac is so little guy but he is still a
112 man how can he reassert to what she said that male authority it was by Mac
113 asserting really his control that's by helping so many people
115 A 3: Especially if he is made unnecessary by his wife having her own baby.
116 A 4: Yeah
117 A 1: Then there were nice little ways where he wasn't that necessary his son is
118 driving and taking over and he notices he screwed up but still he got the son
119 through a dangerous left hand turn and he isn't needed to make baby and
120 don't even see him that much at work except for that woman comes on to
121 him he doesn't even come on to her we see that keeps being disempowered
122 all kinds of little interesting ways maybe you sort of see scenes of
123 disempowerment then empowerement except when he steals the ball. But
124 even then he steals the ball you don't feel like he is sort of in control.
125 A 5 :1 think it was more about the white male disempowerement than
126 empowerement trying to be empowered but actually being disempowered
127 A 3: Being disempowered but but they still actually have all stuff
A5 (in lines 103 and 104,) thinks that Mac is disempowered by a gang member's 
showing his gun to him. S/he thinks that for this reason he tries to exert his power on 
Simon, tow-truck driver, and his secretary. Al, in lines 110 and 111, interprets 
Simon's stealing the ball from him as Mac's being disempowered by Simon's 
physical strength. A3, in line 115, says that he is made unnecessary by his wife's 
decision to adopt a child. Al and A5 also support this idea (lines 125,126, and 127).
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Summary
In this chapter, an analysis of data has been presented. The results of the 
analysis indicate that the Turkish participants' perceptions of the scenes in the film 
differ from those of the Americans in terms of issues of fate, equality, family 
relationships, and directness and openness in human relationships. According to the 
results, the Turkish group emphasizes fate whereas the American group does not find 
the idea that things are being controlled realistic. The Turkish group also think that 
in America people are not given equal opportunities, and they point out the issue of 
racism. However, the Americans see this as a stereotyping of people. They also feel 
very uncomfortable with these scenes, possibly because the scenes violate the 
American goal of equality. In terms of family relationships, the Turkish group 
perceives the relationship between family and children as open, relaxed, comfortable, 
and flexible. They think that American parents treat their children like an adult, 
involving them in important decisions, whereas they think the situation in Turkey is 
the opposite. They do not think that Turkish families take their children seriously or 
share family matters with them. On the other hand, the American group perceive this 
kind of relationship in American families as unrealistic. Unlike the Turkish group, 
they perceive Turkish parents, especially fathers, very caring and relaxed with their 
children.
The analysis also reveals that the Turkish group sees Americans as being very 
individualistic. They also think that Americans are different from Turks in public 
behavior, and they give a specific example of Turk's taking their shoes off within the 
home.
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Apart from the Turkish groups' perception, the data also provide some 
information about how Americans see themselves. They point out the issue of 
materialism and work orientation in the film. They also think that the lawyer in the 
film is disempowered by many people although he tries to empower himself
In the next chapter, the classroom implications of these insights will be discussed.
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CHAPTER 5 CONCLUSION 
Overview of the Study
As stated in Chapter 1, this study examined the differences between Turkish and 
American people's reactions and interpretations of scenes reflecting aspects of 
American culture in the American film Grand Canyon. It examined which of these 
insights might be useful in a cross-cultural communication class in Turkey and for 
what reasons.
In this study data were collected from two groups of participants through a 
video viewing session. The first group consisted of six Turkish MA TEFL students 
who were teachers at different universities in Turkey. The second group consisted of 
five American teachers who were working at Bilkent University. Both groups 
viewed the film on separate days and had a discussion about their interpretations of 
the scenes. Prior to viewing, participants were given a semi-structured questionnaire 
in order to obtain information about participants' age, educational and professional 
background, and the countries that they had been to or lived in. The 134-minute film 
Grand Canyon was the major source of material used as a stimulator to get the 
participants' interpretations about the cultural issues in the film. The discussions 
were all recorded and transcribed.
In order to analyze data, a framework reflecting the American value system 
created by Robert Kohls (1984) was used. I analyzed the data according to the 
categories that appear in Kohls' framework. I then examined the data to see if the 
themes that emerged in the transcriptions fit the categories in Kohls' framework. 
Finally, I analysed both transcriptions again to see if there were any themes that 
emerged that were different from Kohls'.
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Summary of the Findings
In this section, I answer the first and the second research questions by 
summarising the results as given in Chapter 4. Next, I answer the second research 
question by discussing the possible use of these results in a cross-cultural 
communication class in Turkey.
The first research question was about the differences between American and 
Turkish people's interpretations of the themes and issues raised the film Grand 
Canyon, and the second research question was about how these different 
interpretations relate to underlying cultural values. These questions will be answered 
together. The third question dealt with which of these insights might be useful in a 
cross-cultural communication class in Turkey and for what reasons.
In general, findings indicate differences of interpretation between the two 
groups in nine major areas. Each one of the areas is discussed separately below, with 
examples that emerged in the discussions. It is important to remember, however, that 
these values have multiple and overlapping aspects. When discussing them in a 
limited context such as this study, there is a danger of oversimplification and 
overgeneralization. For this reason, I emphasize that the conclusions drawn relate 
specifically to the participants and discussions documented in my data.
The first difference that emerged was the issue of “personal control over the 
environment versus fate.” In Turkey, people generally have the belief that there is 
superior power which controls people's future; that is most people believe in fate 
(Dindi et al, 1989). Figure 1 (Hofstede 1986, p.309) shows 40 countries falling in 
four different quadrants. In the U.S., on the other hand, there is an underlying value 
that emphasizes personal control over one’s environment (Kohls, 1984). In other
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words, many people think that they can accomplish anything if they work hard. The 
words from one of the Turkish participants supports Dindi et aTs words. He says "in 
our culture as well maybe in many cultures when people are uhh in a bad situation 
they begin to strongly believe in supernatural forces.”
Another difference that came up can be categorized as “equality.” The findings 
show that the Turkish group perceived the film to be saying that in the U.S. people 
do not have equal chances to get ahead. This not only contradicts “personal control” 
value but “all people are equal” value. The American viewers indicated that they 
were upset that the film was portraying American life as unequal. Their feelings may 
have been related to underlying value of equality in the U.S. Stewart (1981) states 
that American’s relationships with others are not vertical and, on the contrary, they 
tend to establish horizontal relations with people in any kind of situation. He also 
states that most Americans find it hard to understand the hierarchical patterns of 
organization overseas (p.50).
Another issue was “openness and directness.” Dindi et al (1989) say that Turks 
find themselves comfortable with hierarchical relationships. Living in a country 
where being indirect is considered very polite, the Turkish group found the 
Americans very open and direct in their relationships in terms of family and people. 
This directness is considered in the U.S. as complete honesty (Kohls, 1984). This 
implies that indirectness is considered as dishonest. The issue of openness and 
directness also connects to equality which was discussed in the previous paragraph. 
Stewart (1981) explains that an American’s “preferred mode is equality.. .His only 
channel of communicating to others is direct, unadorned informality” (p. 53). This 
indicates that Americans’ valuing directness and openness in their relationships is a
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consequence of the notion of equality. It is important here to refer back to Holliday’s 
(1997) conceptual difference between “small culture” and “large culture.” Whereas 
the underlying values seem to reflect a “large culture” view, behavior varies within 
and between “small cultures.” Families in both Turkey and the U.S. differ in their 
degree of openness that is acceptable or appropriate.
Another point that was raised during the discussion among the Turkish group is 
“individualism.” As it was pointed out in Kohls' (1984) framework, Americans are 
individualistic people who value their individual uniqueness and privacy. However, 
Turks put a higher value on connection with other people. "A Turk's identity is 
largely determined by the group, such as family, school group or work group" (Dindi 
et al, 1989, p.l7). The words from a Turkish participant show how they perceive 
Americans to be individualistic. "The boy goes into his mom's room and says and he 
wants her to pick him up. She disagrees. They are very individualistic.” This also 
supports Hoftstede's (1986) 4-D Model of Cultural Differences which was explained 
in Chapter 2. In his 4-D model, Turkey falls in the quadrant which represents large 
power distance, low individualism whereas the U.S. falls on just the opposite 
quadrant that represents small power distance high individualism. Hofstede 
describes countries opposing individualism as collectivist countries where people are 
attached to groups in which they work for the benefit of the group members. This 
point was also explained by Triandis et al (1988) in Chapter 2. They say that in 
collectivist cultures people hold group interest more important than their personal 
interests. In this kind of society, family and friend relationships are closer and 
interdependent.
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“The action and work orientation” issue was raised by the American group. 
Kohls (1984) states that Americans maximize their daily work productivity by 
planning it efficiently and allocating a minimal amount of time for leisure. One 
participant in the American group said “..She’s like manufacturing all responsibilities 
for herself. She has all those date books, calendars and doing voluntary work....”
On the other hand, the Turkish people have a more relaxed attitude towards time and 
appreciate the interaction with others. A Turk may find an American’s attitude 
towards time heavy and lacking in minimizing the joy of life (Dindi et al, 1989).
“Materialism” is another point that forms differences between two cultures. 
Americans are considered as "centered around comfort and well-being" (Stewart, 
1981, p.64). Therefore, they like to have things around which will ease their daily 
routine. However, Turks are not consumer oriented like Americans. This also must 
be interpreted from a “small culture” perspective. One of the American participants 
says that “That’s LA, everybody has five-six cars,” thereby pointing out that there 
are degrees of materialism represented by different people in different settings.
Another issue that was raised by the Turkish participants was “public behavior” 
The following words are from two participants that raised this issue. “Another point 
on the camp the boy and little boy was sitting in the bed with their shoes as the boy 
talking to the child he sat on the bed with his shoes." "Yes, we take off our shoes." 
These words can be explained with Mezurow's (1991) words which were mentioned 
in Chapter 2. He states that in a foreign culture one starts to self-examine 
differences between his or her own culture.
The Turkish participant also raised another issue that was “efficiency in service,” 
The same situation can be observed in the following words from two Turkish
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participants. "Emergency is important there, here, after you die they may come.”
“Do you remember anything to this she said 911 that they are giving so importance 
to human life.” This comparison of Turkish and American public service may 
indicate how a system represents a particular value. This also may make Turks who 
are experiencing the American culture gain a new awareness of Turkish public 
systems. As Kramsch (1993) and Lessard-Clouston (1997) point out (see Chapter 2) 
learning about the target culture can raise an awareness of one’s own culture, and this 
promotes cross-cultural communication.
The final issue that was raised by the American group was the issue of “power.” 
Stewart (1981) states that “some of the permissiveness and competitiveness of 
American society can no doubt be traced to the belief that there are enough material 
goods for everyone” (p.46). In American culture, the goods are there for whoever 
can acquire them; and, therefore, the ones who have the goods have the power. The 
fact that this issue was raised by only the American speakers is indicative of the 
importance for them of analyzing relationships through a “power perspective.” This 
issue brings about a seeming contradiction between “power” and the values of 
equality, individualism, directness, and openness. Although the American group 
feels uncomfortable with the scenes which do not portray U.S. as a country where 
everybody has equal chances, they interpreted relationships between people (at least 
in the film) through the power perspective and so comment on characters being 
disempowered by others.
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Insights for the Classroom
In this section, the third research question is answered which dealt with the use of 
the insights obtained from the differences between Turkish and American cultures in 
a cross-cultural communication class in Turkey, and for what reasons.
Fumham (1994) states that culture shock is generally caused by experience of 
living in a new culture, and this unexpected experience leads a learner to a negative 
interpretation of his/her own culture and the target culture. Brown (1994), as 
pointed out in Chapter 2, states that students who are new to the target culture may 
experience feelings of armoyance and irritation until they adapt to differences 
between the two cultures. One way to avoid or overcome these inconveniences in a 
positive way is to familiarize them with the target culture and get them be aware of 
the differences between their own and the target culture. Milhouse (1996) states that 
programs should be set up not only to raise learners awareness of the target culture 
but also to raise cross-cultural differences. She adds that when students are prepared 
for cultural differences, they can better function in the target environment. Triandis 
(1994) also suggests that teaching learners the differences between the two cultures 
helps them to overcome many problems that may arise. He also adds that 
understanding one culture improves one's relationships with the members of that 
culture.
In light of these views, the differences mentioned in the preceding section can be 
used in the language classroom to help students bridge the cross-cultural differences 
they may encounter when they are exposed to the target culture in terms of 
understanding both the target culture and their own. However, it is extremely 
important for the teachers not to assume that there is one “American” way, but to
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realize and to teach from the perspective that there are multiple and overlapping 
cultures in the U.S. (as there are in all cultures). While I speak of general underlying 
cultural values (as referred to by Dindi et al,1989; Hofstede, 1986; Stewart, 1981; and 
Triandis et al, 1988), I also recognize that a nation is made up of multiple 
perspectives.
The differences emerged in the following areas:
- Personal control over the environment
- Equality
- Individualism
- Action/work orientation
- Directness and openness
- Materialism
- Public behavior
- Efficiency in service
- Power
Some of these 9 differences can be utilized in cross-cultural communication class 
in Turkey to prepare students who will further their study. The focus should be on 
understanding the target culture, as well as on fostering an awareness of their own 
culture. The hoped-for outcome is an easy adjustment to the U.S. life.
The first difference is personal control over the environment. Since a fatalistic 
view is more common in Turkey then in the U.S., using this contrast in a cross- 
cultural communication classroom in Turkey can be enlightening. The reason for the 
necessity of including this difference in the syllabus of a pre-departure program is 
that students who encounter this “it is up to you” attitude may be puzzled with it and
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may feel that no one is taking care of them. Trying to acquire a “do-it-yourself’ 
attitude in a foreign culture where everything is new can be very stressful for 
students. Therefore, training students in different viewpoints can help them in their 
initial adjustment to that culture.
The second difference, equality, can also be included in the syllabus of a program. 
As Dindi et al (1989) points out, Turks are easy with the hierarchy in their society. 
They know how to connect to the other members of the society and behave 
accordingly. In a country where everybody is considered equal (at least in theory) 
students may find themselves in situations in which they cannot judge how to behave 
or relate to people around them. Hence, providing students with the notion of how 
Americans view human relationships is helpful for them to adjust to the target culture 
better.
Individualism is another issue that can be taught in class. Turks give importance 
to being a member of a group and holding the goals of the group more important than 
their own. They like to share and rely on each other (Dindi et al,1989). This may 
create big problems in students’ lives in the U.S. since America is an individualistic 
society and this manifests itself in many areas, including work and school.
Therefore, Turkish students who go to live there may have to be more self-sufficient, 
self-disciplined, and ready to take responsibilities in their own lives more than they 
are at home. In other words, they may have to learn how to manage their lives in 
order to comply with the conditions of the daily life there. If they are not prepared 
for this kind of life style, they may suffer a lot in order to figure out how to manage.
Action and Work orientation is another topic that creates differences between 
Americans and Turks. Most Turks value the time that they spend with their friends
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and family more than the time that they spend working (Dindi et al, 1989). Having a 
nice time with friends in order to strengthen relationships with them or spending time 
on other enjoyable things are more important for them than work. In this respect, 
seeing Americans who are work-oriented around them may make them feel different 
and some of them may start to develop negative feelings about themselves, thinking 
that they are not productive enough compared to people around them. Fumham 
(1994) says people’s negative attitudes towards other cultures may develop from 
their lack of cultural understandings. Therefore, an attempt to understand what to 
expect before they leave for the U.S. may increase their positive attitudes.
Another important issue is directness and openness. Turks prefer an indirect and 
discreet approach in their relationships whereas an underlying American value is 
directness and openness (Dindi et al, 1989). Not knowing this kind of pattern, a 
student may easily find himself or herself in situations in which s/he is not 
understood clearly or in which s/he gets offended easily because of a direct 
comment. Stewart (1981) comments that “when Americans employ their direct and 
brusque manners in dealing with other peoples, they are likely to insult that or 
confuse them” (p. 53). As a result, preparing students for this kind of behavior and 
teaching them to express themselves more directly and openly may be helpful for 
them so as to avoid misunderstandings between two parties.
Materialism may not create a big problem since, in Turkey, people are moving 
towards a more consumer-oriented life style. However, a student who goes to the 
U.S. may be overwhelmed by the scale of materialism. This may cause him or her to 
be more aware of the disparity of standards of living between Turkey and the U.S.
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This aspect of the culture should not take importance over the more significant 
differences such as the above mentioned points.
The differences in public behavior that emerged in the discussion such as taking 
one’s shoes off at home, as opposed to not taking one’s shoes off, may also result in 
offense. Most Turks take their shoes off in their homes and do not like touching 
places where they sit and sleep with their shoes. However, in general the practice of 
removing shoes before entering a home is not common in the U.S. Therefore, 
students may be made aware of the likely differences regarding social mores in order 
to minimize a shock impact.
Efficiency in service is another topic which is different between the two cultures. 
Turkish participants found that the emergency services were very efficient. This will 
probably not be a problem in terms of cross-cultural adjustment since the increased 
speed with which things are done does not usually cause frustration. Therefore, this 
may not be a major class topic.
Power is the last topic that was brought up by the American participants. Their 
comments on this issue indicate that relationships between people are seen through a 
power perspective, at least from the perspective of this group of participants. It has a 
complex relationship to the values of equality, individualism, directness and 
openness. This may be a difficult topic to explore, but might be worth bringing up 
the topic as one that is commonly discussed, especially in university settings.
The above mentioned topics are intended to eliminate or minimize the problems 
that students who will study in the U.S. may encounter in the target culture 
environment. They can be introduced to students in various ways. One way could 
be inviting native speakers to class in order to open a discussion related to cultural
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differences. Since people try to understand the others through their point of view, 
which causes misunderstandings between the members of the two society (Philipsen, 
1992), in this discussions students have the chance to learn about native speakers’ 
perspectives. As Samover and Porter (1991) points out the amount of cultural 
variation plays an important role in cross-cultural understanding. The more students 
learn about the other culture, the easier they understand and accept another culture’s 
values and beliefs. Another way would be bringing movies which highlight 
underlying values in the target cultures. This way students would have a chance to 
internalize contrasting cultural differences. Problem solving activities may also help 
students to recognize possible problematic situations and the ways to solve them. 
Reading passages which introduce the target culture and lend themselves for 
discussion may be informative for the students in order to see the differences. 
Kramsch (1994) suggests some other ways to teach differences between two cultures. 
She says that role plays can be used as way to provide students with a deeper 
understanding of the target culture. She also recommends that bringing posters, 
postcards and brochures which underline the differences may be useful to familiarize 
the students with the target culture.
It is important for the students to understand and appreciate the differences 
between their own culture and the other. Awareness of cultural differences assists in 
a move toward less painful and stressful cross-cultural adjustment.
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Limitations
The first limitation of the study concerns the participants. My data consisted 
only of English language teachers six of whom were teachers at different universities 
in Turkey and also students in MA TEFL program. The other five participants were 
teachers in different departments at Bilkent University. As I stated previously in 
Chapter 3 ,1 tried to work with Turkish participants who had never been abroad and 
were unfamiliar with foreign cultures. However, except for two, all of them had 
been abroad, and two of them had lived in other countries for more than a year. In 
this respect, if they had had different backgrounds, their interpretations might have 
been different. As for the American participants, the issue is the same. One of the 
participants described the American group as being composed of “highly instructed 
people” in terms of analyzing roles of men and women in society and she added that 
an ordinary American citizen might have interpreted the same scenes differently.
Another limitation is the limited number of the participants. I only worked with 
11 participants. Therefore, the data was limited only to what these people said. Had 
there been more participants, I would have obtained more data and since more people 
mean more variety of ideas, the findings could have been different and richer.
One other limitation is the source of material, the film Grand Canyon. I used this 
film to stimulate discussion from which I could gather underlying values. However, 
in one film it is impossible encompass all potential differences between two cultures. 
Therefore, if I had used another film, the course of the discussions would have been 
different, and as a result, the data and the findings might have brought out different 
values. This study, therefore, might be termed a "slice-of-life" study.
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Another limitation of the study was the framework that I used to analyze data. I 
used Kohls’ framework which consisted of 13 values. Had I used another framework 
developed by somebody else, the results might have been changed. The categories 
that I used could have been different, and accordingly some other differences could 
have been emerged.
Further Research
This study investigated the differences between Turkish and American people's 
interpretations of the themes in an American film, and the classroom usage of these 
insights.
Further research can be done to provide more detailed guidelines based on 
these insights in order to set up a pre-departure English language course syllabus that 
will cater to the needs of students who plan to further their study in the U.S..
Another research study might be conducted on familiarizing students with the 
target culture through using authentic movies in language classrooms in Turkey. In 
this study, a researcher might examine issues concerning the efficiency of using 
authentic films or the factors that play a role in determining films in culture teaching 
since all films may not suitable to reflect cultural themes.
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Questionnaire Given to Turkish Participants
Dear participants,
I am an MA TEFL graduate student at Bilkent University. I am doing a research 
project on the differences between Turkish and American culture. I will use a film 
called Grand Canyon to investigate the differences. I am interested in your responses 
and reactions while watching this film. Your responses will be of great help for me 
in my research. Your name and responses will be kept confidential.
Thank you,
Appendix A
Please answer or put "x" against all the items below
1. What is your age?
20-25 26-30 31-35 36-40
2. What is your sex? ___male ___female
3. What part of America are you from?____
4. Which university did you graduate from?
5. What was your major?______________
6. How long have you been teaching?___
7. What have you taught so far?
___grammar ___reading
___writing ___listening
Aylin Bunk
ESP other, please specify
8. Where do you teach now?
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9. Have you been abroad?_____yes
To what eountries and when?
no
10. Have you ever lived in in an English speaking eountry? yes no 
Which country? When?
For how long?
8 0
Questionnaire Given to American Participants
Dear participants,
I am an MA TEFL graduate student at Bilkent University. I am doing a research 
project on the differences between Turkish and American culture. I will use a film 
called Grand Canyon to investigate the differences. I am interested in your responses 
and reactions while watching this film. Your responses will be of great help for me 
in my research. Your name and responses will be kept confidential.
Thank you,
Aylin Bunk
Please answer or put "x" against all the items below
1. What is your age?
20-25___ 26-30___ 31-35___ 36-40___
2. What is your sex? ___male ___female
3. What part of America are you from?_____________
Appendix B
4. Which university did you graduate from?
5. What was your major?______________
6. How long have you been teaching?_
7. What have you taught so far?
___grammar ___reading
___writing
ESP
listening
other, please specify
8. Where do you teach now?
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9. Have you been abroad? _yes no
To what countries and when?
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Transcription of Turkish Participants' Discussion 
Key Signs: [ ]: overlapping speech, =: Latching, (( )): researchers comment
1 T 1: Drugs
2 T 2: What about drugs...They're selling drugs
3 T 3: Is it out side the school or [the
4 T 2: [the play ground
5 T 4: Football field oh no no! basketball field.
6 T 1: Yes we don't see this in Turkey,
7 T 5: It isn't a normal thing .
8 T 4: even if they sell drugs, it occurs in uhh disclosed uhh in different places.
9 (laughter)
10 TlrYeah
11 T: Here it happens generally at nights
12 T 5:But in Istanbul, near schools they are doing the same things in the small lands
13 T 6:But it isn't as common as it is abroad. In our school I think they are more purer.
14 They didn't use especially at that high school.
15 T 1:1 know that in Istanbul they sell what do you call that small uhh
16 T 3: stall
17 T 5: hmmm
18 T 3: Outside schools?
19 T 4: But still Turkish people are not used to seeing that it's very rare but....
20 American's must be more common. I would be shocked if I'd seen them in the
21 streets. I've never seen in Turkey although I live in a big city.
Appendix C
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22 T 5: Yes, that's true.
23 T 1: Another one, the boy goes into his mom's room and says and he wants her to
24 pick him up. She disagrees. They are very individualistic but in the Black family
25 it is the other way around.
26 R: What about here in Turkey? Do Turkish mother go and pick their son or [=
27 T 1 :=Of course, they go and pick
28 T 2:But at other points I agree with you but I realize that relationship between son
29 and father,mother and son very flexible they can can be treat each other very
30 comfortably, for example the son is very relaxed to ask his mother to pick him up
31 This something good and another point while the son was driving they were
32 talking about very serious subject adopting a child, at first the father told him
33 to concentrate on the road and was angry with the son because he was talking
34 about adopting a child but later on the father brought up the subject talking about
35 what they should do about it.
36 R: Why do you think they act like that?
37 T 1: Here I guess the people in the film are different from our culture. They take
38 children very seriously and talk about serious subjects.
39 T 6: Like an adult, they listen, they share their uhh opinions that's very important.
40 We usually say oh you are a child you don't know much uhh much so you
41 shouldn't take role while taking important decisions .
42 T 1: They don't ask their children's opinions.
43 T 2: yeah
44 T 1: And the boy says it's her life (indecipherable speech)
45 T 3 :1 think it's the same here, too. In some families they are open to their children.
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46 T 2: But very limited.
47 T 6: In educated and (indecipherable speech)
48 T 4: Also the kid says to his mother to get organized
49 T 6: Yeah,
50 T 3: Do you think that all American families are open to their children?
51 R: We don't know that. Let's talk according to the film. Also in the very beginning
52 the boy said you should be more organized or something like that.
53 T 2: Yeah. I thought in our culture a child wouldn't say such things to his family.
54 T 3: to his mother.
55 T 4: Can you say such a thing to your family? If I had said such a thing to my mother
56 she would say it's none of your business look at yourself
57 T 1: His mother or father because they would regard it as rude.
58 T 3: Was it Grand Canyon no not Grand Canyon the lawyer's son was talking to little
59 boy and he also took him very seriously. In our culture we wouldn't accept
60 children too seriously.
61 T 4: Also the mother talked about the relationship with the father " I'm crazy about
62 your father" she said . They are very open and she told him to take condom
63 T 6: [uh huh
64 T 3: But the son fifteen years old and he had a girl friend and he was kissing and
65 hugging her in front of his mother, they are very open.
66 T 6; Very comfortable, very independent.
67 T 2: So this is something we don't see here
68 T 1: And his friends family accepted him very easily.
69 T 3: And he went there and stayed over this means if I was fourteen years old and if
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70 my boy friend stayed over with my family, this wouldn't be acceptable.
71 T 4: And uncle and son did we talked about that?
72 R: No
73 T 4: Uncle is uhh really caring about his nephew
74 T 6: But there are uncles[=
75 T 3:= It is the same in Turkey
76 T 2: There are some similarities
77 T 3: And the uncle gave money to his sister because they were very poor maybe uhh
78 T 2: Yeah they were kind of poor
79 T 4 :1 wonder it's because they were Black it may not be the same in a Black
80 family........
81 T 6: Why do generally the Black children have problems? Big problems outside the
82 house instead of the White.
83 T 2: They haven't got the chance of getting good jobs like White people have
84 R: Do you think that was one of the themes in the film that everybody wasn't given
85 the same chance? There are also Spanish people.
86 T 2: It was obvious
87 T 6: Multicultural problems I think
88 R : Do we have such things in Turkey also I mean such groups
89 T 6: No not as big as in the US.
90 T 3: What about Cincin the neighborhood here . It was on TV nobody can enter it
91 even the police can't another the area...district there are also gangs etc.
92 T 5: And Istanbul Kasimpasa?
93 T 3: Gaziosmanpaşa, it was on TV.
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94 Τ 6: But I think our young generation don't have such serious problems as Black
95 people or Spanish people they have different reasons to do this.
96 T 3: What about the small boys who want to clean the cars' windows. They are a kind
97 of gang I think they are living in different neighborhoods. They have to earn
98 some money, they are in street, at street at midnight I see them.
99 T 1: You see them all the time.
100 T 2: But they do not belong really to gang.
101 T 3: Not a gang not a gang but they have knives I've seen they were.... they are
102 different I think it is the same with Black people in a foreign country.
103 T 6: My point is the deep interest, deep desire to have to adopt a child woman
104 reaction woman desire. What do you think of it.
105 T 3: The same here.
106 T 4: Because it's a woman's feeling.
107 T 6: Yeah. I thought people have deep interest deep desires in this film. One is to
108 have baby the other is to go with a married man, strong feelings aims.
109 T 3: It's the same here you can't fall in love with a married man.
110 T 1: So you say one of the themes was[=
111 T 6: = Strong, striking feelings of a woman but I think it's the same everywhere.
112 T 2: We're talking about the sub themes I can propose another one I think it's the
113 same in our culture as well maybe in many cultures when people are uhh in a
114 bad situation they begin to strongly believe in supernatural forces but after they
115 recover from that situation they uhh [forget about it.
116 T3: [Forget about it.
117 T 2: Yeah in the film there are such examples of it.
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118 T 6: So what does Grand Canyon represent for them.
119 T 3 :1 don't know.
120 T 6: They wanted to talk about the Grand Canyon all the time they wanted to go
121 there one day and in the end they went there.
122 T 4: This means they got their aims.
123 T 5: It is just the advertisement of US
124 T 6: My dear friend we should go and see.
125 T 1: And deaf daughters machine it's something we don't have.
126 T 3: Maybe we have but we don't know about i t . because have you ever come into
127 contact with a deaf person or blind person because I know a blind person at the
128 university in Konya. Because she was poor, the other students collected money
129 and buy her a kind of computer with uhh to attend lessons and take notes we that
130 kind of machines but we don't know about them .
131 T 5: That's first time I have ever seen
132 R: Also the relationship between the deaf girl and the father can you relate it to
133 something
134 T 1: They were like friends
135 T 5: The family business is I think is the most striking difference between Turkish
136 and American families. They are much closer and treat their children as mature
137 people adults whereas we don't.
138 T 3: And those maybe a subtitle that the man who shot the film director just wanted
139 his watch, that's why he shot him down It's interesting isn't it ? He just wants a
140 watch and for that he kills the person.
141 T 5: And the man who broke the window of the car and the mad man with long hair
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142 mad here.
143 T 3 :1 think he was trump he was living in the streets. She saw his house it was a
144 box.
145 T4: But still we don't have that kind of people here if you have any that kind of
146 characteristics, a little different from the others and the other people label you as
147 uhh
148 T 3: Mad
149 T 4: Yeah mad
150 T 6: And another we are not used to seeing police at night or during the day so much
151 T 2:1 think they are special to that neighborhood
152 T 6 :1 think because they are just
153 T 1: They also represented ... the helicopter represented the danger.
154 T 4: It seems it's always they have the chance to meet the police anyway.
155 T 2: Another point about the police when someone broke the window of the car, the
156 police came and talked to the girl, in Turkey I mean the police wouldn't take it so
157 seriously, wouldn't talk that much to such people.
158 T 6: Zelal ya you wouldn't expect this in Turkey
159 T 4 :To console someone like that They would say what are you doing at this time
160 night
161 T 1: And also the woman was jogging in the middle of the street in the morning. Can
162 you do this in Ankara? In Tunali?
163 T 2: In shorts?
164 T3:N o
165 T 4: No. You die in the second minute because of exhaust gas
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166 T 2: That's one reason another is even if you jog in the back streets that would be
167 kind of you would draw a lot of attention
168 T 1 : And the wife and the film producer were good friends so he kissed her on the
169 lips
170 T3:Yeah
171 (laughter)
172 T 1 :My AFS family the father would kiss uhh her daughters on the lips too
173 T 3: Aaaaa
174 T 2: So what did you think of it
175 T 6: Very very deep we cannot do this
176 T 1: He would start kissing his daughters on the lips and when he comes to me he
177 used to kiss me on the forehead .
178 T 6: It never happens here
179 T 2 : Yeah
180 R: So I want to go back that police and woman issue again remember she told the
181 policeman she was in live with a married man . What do you think of that ?
182 T 2 :1 guess She was trying to attract him
183 T3:1 think she is out of control
184 T 3: But she asked whether he was married or single [and
185 T4: [ and that's a hint maybe to
186 attract him.
187 T 6: But in the end she decided to go away
188 T 2: Would that happen here also
189 T 3: Yeah we share our feelings with a policeman
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190 Τ 6: But he was a young policeman
191 T 5: Good looking
192 T 6: We are usually afraid of police we usually try to keep to put a distance
193 T 5: Yeah only only abnormal people would talk such things with a policeman
194 T 3:Have you ever tall to policeman like that ?
195 T 4: No never maybe some day
196 T 1 :So if the policeman is good looking handsome and he smiles maybe
197 T 4:Yeah smile uhh good looking and smiling means he is open , he is more flexible
198 some of them look really strict.
199 R: So how would you interpret the policeman's reaction or behavior there?
200 T 4 He tried to help here
201 T 6: You can trust him
202 T 4: Another thing is tow truck we call the tow truck here maybe they come next day
203 maybe the other day. Although I know that in the movie truck would come in a
204 few minutes I couldn't believe .It wouldn't happen here. You call them they ask
205 questions, they forget you call them again
206 T 3: There emergency kind of help comes immediately, 991 too
207 T 5: She was asked questions too
208 T 4: Yes she was asked questions too but they were , the minute you call them they
209 know that it is emergency.
210 T 6: Emergency is important there, here after you die they may come.
211 T 5: Do you remember anything to this she said 911 that they are giving so
212 importance to human life.
213 T 4: Yes. After Simon, the Black guy he saved lawyers life and then he went to
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Simon's place to thank him . Hi hello but he didn't talk to him, he even didn't look 
at him and then he said he again didn't you recognize me although he heard him 
saying hello he didn't respond.
(Pause)
218 T 3: Maybe he was reserved or he didn't hear him
219 T 2 :1 don't think so
220 T 3: No maybe they don't talk to people they don't know
221 T 4 - T 5 : u h h u h
222 T 1: Do you remember when the wife said when you looked at the people in the eye
223 they might just shoot you so people are just afraid of each other. They are getting
224 uhh different
225 (Pause)
226 T 4: Here when you say hi to somebody They turn and say " How can I help you?"
227 T 6: Again we came to the same point there is an imbalance between Black and
228 White men in their relationship since an unexpected visit made him nervous.
229 T 5: And he offered him breakfast
230 T 6: Very strange because he said can I buy you breakfast now((in a very direct
231 tone))
232 T 4: Simon because very happy and [=
233 T 1 :=Such things are very very rare here people don't offer things to people they
234 don't know
235 T 3: But somebody does a favor to you you want to pay back.
236 T 5: Yeah I am talking about politeness
237 T 3: Yeah politeness you buy a present like a bunch of flowers
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238 T 5: Or you invite her to your house but you don't say can I buy you breakfast
239 T 6 :1 think in Turkey there isn't so much strong racism. That's why we are more
240 humanistic to each other.
241 T 2: Mac cut his finger and that was a big matter for them, the wife said shall I call
242 the hospital let's go to hospital
243 T 1: It's a good point in Turkey they even don't say Ah! It's a shame for men In such
244 a case they make big matter out of it but he did.
245 T 3: Oh I am bleeding he said it was a big matter for him
246 T 2: And he was kind of afraid going to hospital which is a kind of I think a shame
247 for men to be afraid of going to hospital
248 T 1: You know there were single people so Mac suggested the woman Janet to meet
249 Simon such things happen in Turkey too You tell about some people to other
250 people
251 T 2: But they were total strangers Do we do it with strangers too?
252 T 4: No not the minute you meet.
253 T 6; She didn't know the girl but she suggested you introduce them.
254 T 1:1 had a friend And so he called someone called my friend and said there is guy I
255 think he is very suitable for you and she didn't know the guy. The person who
256 called gave the address to the guy and he came knocked on the door and took
257 her out for a dinner.
258 T 2; How would you feel if somebody did this to you.
259 T 1: Very uncomfortable
260 T 5: Also the driving business that 16 year old teenagers can drive It is 18 here they
261 have to drive with an adult accompanying them it isn't something we see in
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262 Turkey.
263 T 1: Another thing is adopting the child issue I like the way the husband and the wife
264 approached each other. The man was very respectful to the wife very soft ad
265 asks her opinion his son's opinion
266 T 1: And the lady was very decisive.
267 T 2: Yes the father wasn't that dominant. There is an equal relationship among the
268 members of the family.
269 T 5: In the car while they were going uhh the mother and the son. The mother said I
270 am going to tell you something and son asked are you going to get divorced. It is
271 a normal thing she go upset and asked why? Are we unhappy or something
272 T 3: What about the fate matter they believe in the fate too it is the same for us the
273 Black guy said it is a fate to meet you to the Black lady. Also Mac's wife said it
274 was fate to have found that child
275 T 5: The same like Ali said in the beginning.
276 T 2: Yes about the supernatural forces.
277 R: I want to go back that adopting the child issue what would happen here.
278 T 1: It is not that easy here I guess to adopt a child
279 T 3; It wasn't easy there either they had to sign papers and ask for permission.
280 T 4: If you find a child you have to complete
281 T 5: But because they are in good position financially good conditions It is the same
282 here too because I know a family here They wanted to adopt a child. They had to
283 be over 35 and have house car etc.
284 T 2: Yeah there are some requirements want to give an example from my
285 neighborhood. Some people wanted to adopt a child In the family they decided it
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286 but some other people also interfered. For example man's father or mother 
woman's parents, and the other neighbors. I mean they changed their mind about 
adopting a child. But in the film they decided with their child If they should 
adopt her in Turkey some other people also will interfere.
290 T 3: Here can it be only woman's decision can she just say I want the child? You
291 adopt a child only if you don't have child or there is something wrong with your
292 child.
293 T 2: Yeah very good point.
294 T 1: Or if your child is dead
295 T 2: Yeah you can't adopt
296 T 3: Even if you brought up your child I don't think you can adopt him easily.
297 T 5: Even if you do I think the legal process is too long Because they search you and
298 you can't get the kid before two or three years.
299 T 2: Also people in Turkey while adopting a child they are very curious about the
300 origin of the kid, not the people who want to adopt the kid but the other people
301 who are interfering they say how can you adopt a child if you don't know about
302 his origin. You know ethnic groups in Turkey.
303 T 5: But this comes to what Filiz said there is no racism in Turkey.
304 T 2: But there is in such matters.
305 T 5: But it is quite different in the states from ours.
306 T 3: The racism that he is talking about is uhh ethics you don't know how this child is
307 delivered We don't know much about the mother or father What kind of people
308 they were it is not only ethnic.
309 T 2: Yeah not only ethnic.
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310 T 6: It has you know the baby may have some disease coming from his origin
311 genetically. Therefore we we should know which family whose baby it is A
312 White man can you go to a hospital and adopt a Black child it is very difficult.
313 T 2: Another point is while the film director leaving the hospital he offered some
314 money to the nurse . The same thing happens here too
315 T 3: And generally the nurses don't refuse it.
316 T 6: It depends on the nurses
317 T 2: Some nurses themselves ask for money, by saying hayirli olsun, Allah anali
318 babali buyutsun etc.
319 T 3 :1 think it is not the same in the sates.
320 T 5 :1 want to mention another point about the film director and his film we saw a
321 scene on the bus the man was shooting everybody I think it is again uhh
322 although not common that happens in the US like first entering a place and
323 killing everybody because he is psychologically sick it is not common here yet
324 we just see such scenes on only in the movies here.
325 T 4 :1 read an article in the newspaper it says Turkish people have reasons to kill but
326 Some Americans don't have a reason they just go and kill
327 T 2: Yeah Turks have strong reasons to kill like vendetta, hatred etc.
328 T 1; In the states if you are psychologically ill you go and kill people and about that
329 drive by shooting I think it happens to coffee houses here and they shoot you in
330 your car but not your houses
331 T 6: How about the insurance guy who came to the door after the drive by shooting
332 T 1: May be he arranged it
333 R: What do you think about the woman's reaction? Would you react like her?
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334 T5: Yes
335 T 1 : She said to her daughter to go inside she didn't want her to hear her life will be
336 in danger living in that neighborhood.
337 T 5: She didn't want to talk about the death of her kids.
338 T 3: She didn't want to upset the kid.
339 T 6: The parents try to save their children from bad language or behavior.
340 T 1: And she was upset because the man came to the door and talked about the death
341 of her kids so naturally she is there uhh that's the mother and she can't protect
342 her child and she has given birth to her child, she is trying to raise her and some
343 man comes to the door and talks about the death of her child saying here is a life
344 insurance. They are trying to earn money out of their you know being in danger.
345 T 5: In the American movies we see such things like in the beginning of the movie
346 the gang comes to the broken car and start making fun of the other had had can
347 you come out of you car?
348 T 6: This wouldn't happen in Turkey. People just come and take you out of the car
349 and beat you they never talk to you and make fun of you,
350 T 4: Yeah they never make fun of you
351 T 5: Not show off do you know what I mean.
352 T 3: Yes in the movie one guy showed his gun meaning I had the gun be careful.
353 T 1: Gun means respect.
354 T 3; Did you notice Simon insisted on helping Mac? Do you think a service guy her
355 would do it.
356 T 5: But it is his business
357 T 4: He is earning out of that.
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358 T 1: He wasn't saving only his life he was saving his own life too
359 T 2: No he realizes that there was a problem these people were causing problems to 
Mac and he insisted on helping Mac. I guess if the same thing happened in 
Turkey the service man would just away.
362 T 3: But he was of the same origin, Black may be they know each other.
363 T 4: Didn't he say this car is under my responsibility, if anything happens to that car
364 he'll lose money.
365 T 2: If Simon didn't help Mac what would happen would he be fired
366 T 1: Yes Because they were planning to steal his car and Mac would report to the
station that there were no tow truck. Than the blame would go on Simon, they 
would say he stole the car.
369 T 4: He also picked the right guy to talk he asked am I talking to the right guy.
370 T 1; He knew how to talk to them
371 T 6: Simon is a powerful character in the movie.
372 T 2: Another thing is when Mac was talking Simon, Simon he said that his father 
lived up to 87 and his nephew said if he lived up to 25 he will be lucky. What do 
you think?
375 T 5: Maybe in the past things were different, peaceful.
376 T 4: But he said his father had really bad days he lost three kids and two wives
377 though he was very tough and lucky
378 T 3: The boy changed neighborhood when he was in troublesome neighborhood he
379 was a good guy when they moved into that normal neighborhood he became a
380 bad guy but I don't know the reason.
373
374
381 R: What about the police stopping him while running?
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382 T 6 :1 think it is exaggerated
383 T 3; I don't think it is exaggerated.
384 T 2: The boy said that they stopped him because he was Black, he was discriminated
385 he said to his uncle h thought because he was in the White neighborhood he was
386 stopped.
387 T 4; If someone run as if he was escaping from something police would stop him
388 here too
389 T 2: Another point on the camp the boy and little boy was sitting in the bed with their
390 shoes as the boy talking to the child he sat on the bed with his shoes.
391 T 3: Yes we take off our shoes.
392 T 4: When the wife found the baby among the bushes she directly took her to the
393 house here people would panic and call the police immediately.
394 T 3: But it wasn't a normal behavior and her husband was shocked and ask why she
395 didn't call the police.
396 T 5: It is just a motherly instinct
397 T 2: It is individual
398 T 4: Also when that film director was shot in the middle of the day in fi-ont of people
399 here even if someone shoots another person he wouldn't do it in public. I think
400 we are afraid of people because they would catch him even if there is no police
401 but in the film people stayed in their car.
402 T 5: Yes they were just watching him
403 T 3: Yeah the man run away nobody did anything to stop him.
404 T 1 :Yeah here if you do it you become a hero.
405 T 4: Yes
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406 T 1; They want to be brave.
407 T 3: Also in the Black neighborhood the helicopter was flying around but in the
408 White neighborhood there was a police car driving around.
409 T 6: Black people are dangerous.
410 T 3: This a way to control people
411 T 1: There was also another point in the movie how bad how terrible the world 
become. How bad it would be to raise a child in this world because Mac's wife 
said people are leaving babies under bushes, people are shooting you just 
because you look them in the eye this world is becoming a terrible place and 
also film makers girl friend complained about him. She also said I know it's a 
terrible place to raise a child Very realistic When I think about the world I am 
pessimistic about the future of the world and future of the people, how hostile 
we are becoming towards each other and maybe in the past there was some 
peace but now people are alone .
420 T 3: At the and they were all happy
421 T 6; They reached their aims even though that problematic child
422 T 2: What things made them aware of this?
423 T 1: Experience, they found the baby The baby was deserted people don't want to 
have babies maybe they are poor and that mad men she saw him and looked at 
him in the eye and she got scared . The film maker was shot because he wanted 
to give his car. Little things that happened.
427 T 3: Those are bad things there are also happy things because she found the baby
428 this could make her life better because it was empty them the Black guy found a
429 new house for his sister because of the White guy, he also found a girl friend his
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430 life was empty too. Those are the things to become happy.
431 T 1: The interesting thing is happy things happened out of fate and miracle but
432 normally what's going on in the world is not happy it's a reason to be unhappy.
433 That's what I think Mac's life was saved because the lady pulled him by the
434 neck and that was a miracle.
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Appendix D
Transcription of American Participants’ Discussion
1 A 1:1 like the idea of this canyon, our canyons formed by earthquakes and kind of
2 earthquake and takes a miracle to cross the great class divided of a great race so
3 you have this proximity in literature good, bad, love and war miracle row and
4 whole that I liked it
5 A 2: The beginning of it reminded me of Falling Down. It seemed telling a story
6 about racism using racial stereotypes.
7 A 3 :1 was a bit worried about that when the uhh four guy came up to the car I said
8 oh God![I
9 A 2 [I can't even believe that they were gonna punch him they're gonna be
10 like (indecipherable speech)
11 A 1 : As far as I was watching that speaking racial stereotypes like that oh dear was
12 this movie popular in Turkey as I was watching that scene and then I thought
13 people I've met uhh blacks now really dangerous until you avoid it I mean I've
14 spoken with people in Turkey uhh in Europe and I said this another movie that
15 perpetuates the whole CNN stereotypes that associates blacks with ghetto and
16 whites being victimized by these evil blacks in the ghetto I thought really afraid
17 and I thought how many people have seen this.
18 A 4 :1 think it was even worse than that because the Black who didn't fit that
19 stereotype which there were some, and there were some who did fit stereotype
20 the ones who didn't fit stereotype were important they were cowed. The most
21 they could possibly do is make a joke about that guy Mac "we must be the only
22 two Black people he knows"
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23 (laughter)
24 A 2: Were we also laughing at a White guilt ?
25 A 4: What do you mean ?
26 A 2 :1 mean we're watching a movie you know we are all very conscious of these
27 portrayals of uhh of blacks as dangerous we're all sort of uncomfortable I think
28 I can say that we are seeing that portrayal of blacks [=
29 A 4:= Yeah but it just goes for the simplest view of American racism American
30 racism is Black and White Hispanics in there for only 30 seconds or something
31 A 1: Did you notice those uhh even the features it was so Black and so White Sam
32 has such a big nose and Jane is wearing that short skirt and she is after that first
33 awkward date going tp to her house and Mac's wife has a such an Anglo face
34 Mac also has very refined features say you have even the the the casting is sort
35 of stereotyped I don't know it it really so cleanly it was so cleanly Black and
36 White.
37 A 4: (indecipherable speech) he almost started to look like Zeus
38 (laughter)
39 A 1: It was kind of like Moses finding an unnamed baby girl in the bushes she is sort
40 of a new I don't know like finding the save your race kind of thing uhh that was
41 kind of neat that it was a girl that was kind of nice and then it is really a chance
42 for Hollywood to match up say Kevin Kline and with Mary McDonald
43 A3: And another woman is crying over having a baby "I wanna a baby, I wanna a
44 baby I wanna a baby [I wanna a baby"
45 (laughter)
46 A l : [I wanna a baby I wanna a baby
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47 (laughter)
48 A3: Also they played so hard on many so obvious things like the summer camp and 
the White kids with their polo horses and you know and they are falling in love 
in that safe privileged space and young Black was facing the gang and is he 
gonna be in a gang or is he goima be out of it.
52 A 4: And the only time you see physical affection between Mac and his wife is after
53 getting random violent phone call He's cursing somebody on the phone and then
54 they're in each others arms.
55 A 4: And the relation between Mac and the secretary Happened totally off screen
56 three years ago or something?
57 A 5: They progressed from hand holding to sex and to a break up.
58 A 5: Yeah and in the meantime the whole thing was happening with that baby found 
in the bushes how did he have time to go and uhh find an affair while his wife is 
trying to adopt the baby
61 A 1: You've got that weird feeling that her wanting to adopt a baby is justified with
62 his having an affair. That leaves him free to go off uhh into a hotel with I don't 
know uhh a psycho right now (laughter) with the secretary she isn't paying 
proper attention to him so therefore he is licensed to go off with her.
65 A 3: So that if she had actually been pregnant I would(indecipherable speech)
66 A 5: That has to be the American culture of trying to stay young in both areas. He
67 was trying to stay with the younger woman and she wanted the baby to go back
68 again.
69 A 1: He of course had one waiting for him the person the secretary.
70 R: Do you relate the wife's behavior to motherly instinct.
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71 A3: No! If I would have found that baby, that baby is going to straight to
72 (indecipherable speech)
73 A 4: No no I didn't hear anything that's somebody else's baby
74 A 1: But the movie would call it an instinct I think American feminism would say 
yeah most women are socialized into wanting that but it's a purely socialization 
process not something that women are bom with.
77 A 4: It seems that the family would have made an issue out of it who ever made that
78 quote they couldn't get away with presenting it as motherly instinct type of 
things they had to make i t " No it's a feeling I have". He was just like " what do 
you mean it's a feeling"
81 A 1: But American would identify it that way as well. It's just that you happened to
82 have a group that of people are highly instmcted. People who are very 
instructed about what feminism is and so on so we will not call it motherly 
instinct but most American would. I mean they think the girls are naturally into 
cuddling dolls and they all eventually want to become mothers. Most Americans 
do think that way.
87 A 5: If you look into her fmstration in that first scene before she finds the child she's
88 like manufacturing all responsibilities for herself she has all those date books, 
calendars and doing volunteer work and doesn't seem to have her own job and 
after she finds the baby there everything changes and that's when she has her 
real responsibilities in Mac uhh the other characters are also looking for this real 
responsibility except Simon who actually has responsibilities you know what I 
mean this is what frustrates me about the movie It's like the whites searching for 
responsibility and the Blacks are happy and having dinner together [and
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A 4: ^
96 much simpler life whereas the White are engaged in more ethical things
97 A3: That's an elemental kind of existence thing and having distanee from each other
98 A 4: It is so much harder to be lawyer than to be Black guy working in LA
99 A 2: It interested me that the film couldn't get away from violence either they use the
100 money shot again and again
101 A 5 :1 think the difference is that people here reacted here so much more acted to
102 surgery scene than the shooting. You and to react much more to a surgery scene
103 or when Mae cut his finger because it is a much more intimidate portrayal of the
104 violence of a physieal wounding and something that you can identify a lot more
105 A 5: There is something about that White man needing to to get over sort of
106 feminization. This is the first thing I thought When Mac is in the car and the
107 Black guy pulls up
108 his shirt to you and shows him his gun you know this phallic uhh he is
109 recovering from it kind of developing some kind of manhood through like if he
110 is no longer powerful if he is you know disempowered by this violenee by them
111 kind of asserting himself over Simon and the secretary is a way of respecting
112 that power.
113 A 1: Yeah even in the basketball scene with Simon purely much better than Mac
114 comes he is much more skilled the way he steals the ball from him . I think they
115 kept reasserting the idea of the brain is White and brawn is Black an over and
116 over again. Simon is so big and Mac is so little guy but he is still a man how can
117 he reassert to
118 what she said that male authority it was by Mac asserting really his control
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119 that's by helping so many people
120 A 3: Especially if he is made unnecessary by his wife having her own baby.
121 A4:Yeah
122 A 1 :Then there were nice little ways where he wasn't that necessary his son is driving
123 and taking over and he notices he screwed up but still he got the son through a
124 dangerous left hand turn and he isn't needed to make baby and don't even see
125 him that much at work except for that woman comes on to him he doesn't even
126 come on to her we see that keeps being disempowered all kinds of little
127 interesting ways maybe you sort of see scenes of disempowerment then
128 empowerement except when he steals the ball but even then he steals the ball
129 you don't feel like he is sort of in control.
130 A 5 :1 think it was more about the White male disempowerement than
131 empowerement trying to be empowered but actually being disempowered
132 A3: Being disempowered but but they still actually have all stuff
133 A 4: Yeah, yeah
134 A3: They've got the cars, they've got the big dog I mean they got all the stuff but
135 everybody else has a more earthy and elemental kind of existence
136 A 1: Yeah but he loses his mistress his wife doesn't need him his son leaves him uhh
137 his best friends (indecipherable speech) even Simon is going to fly off into the
138 sunset with Jane he he he's left with his job all the White male privilege but
139 everybody is kind of drifting everybody doesn't need him
140 A3: They don't need his stuff which is all he has got
141 A 4: And Simon's sister moves so that she gets her son away from gangs, than her
142 son is harassed by the police so even this gesture on Mac part leaves to greater
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143 on the part of the son and he is chased by police gets harassed and he gets off
144 this gesture doesn't actually pull the family together and save the son from the
145 gang environment.
146 A 5: The mother even doesn't have whole entity her kids can come on because they
147 are kids but she doesn't have husband or a boyfriend ant the brother got a girl
148 friend and the sister becomes unnecessary
149 A 1: It was nice that two old men in the movie like that guy was 76 or 79 the Black
150 guy Simon's father dies when he was 811 mean you I don't know it is just a little
151 gesture to the longevity of Black power.
152 A 1: Also the son was totally protected look at the way he is talking to a little kid I
153 thought I'd like to see a full grown up man talking like this it's so amazing.
154 A 4:Yeah that was uhh that was kind of silly you know but in the beginning he was
155 a typical sort of brat who was kind of snotty to his mom. He's actually way too
156 smart, some of the things that he said to mom at the beginning like "you got to
157 get organized".... Like, fuck off, there's no way, like a teenager is gonna to say
158 that to his mom. So he was not kind of a distant kind of not really believable but
159 a typical kind of jerk in the end all of a sudden he gets back from the camp and
160 this guy knows more about life than Christ could have learnt when he was
161 15.Listen to him he is like a counselor or something.
162 A 1: He was so incredibly gentle and sweet.
163 A 4: He was unbearable there
164 A 2: The one thing that struck me about like the whole scene where the mothers like
165 giving him all this advice before he goes off to camp is that I felt two things
166 that if the movie had been made today she would have said " take sun cream.
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167 take insect repellent and condoms" and again it's like she's not treating him as
168 somebody as old as he is
169 A 1: Well, he's 15
170 A 2: Right.
171 A 1: Condoms?
172 A 2: Yeah.
173 A 1: What other mother tells 15 year old that (indecipherable speech)
174 A 4: It wouldn't be out of keeping with this LA liberal thing that the fact they can
175 talk to each other so openly but she doesn't say it she's still treating him like a
176 little kid
177 A 5 :1 think that there's part of super over intelligence of the kid also has to do with
178 disempowering Mac his son can get out of this driving mess and he can't
179 A 1: Mothers in the movie is sort of what do you call it uhh over controlling and just
180 giving rules but not really giving love and the children weren't relating to them
181 when the father is around the boys were like sort of uhh dad we understand each
182 other so well but with the mother it's just like she just nags me all the time she
183 doesn't understand me she makes rules for me she just over loves and it is like
184 get away from me I don't want that
185 A 2 - A 4: [Yeah yeah
186 A 3:With the Black boy they play games they relate to each other something like a
187 father and a son.
188 A 5; That doesn't really represent American fathers who on the average spend three
189 to eight minutes a day with their children
190 A 4: That's the first thing that I noticed when I first came to Turkey that the Turkish
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191 fathers are wonderful with their children
192 A 1 Well I was sitting on he bus with a student on my way down and she pulled out
193 her cellular phone and there was message from her father that just said kiss and
194 so she called him right back or she just left him another message that said well
195 here is a kiss from me and I said whoa I've never heard of an American father in
196 the middle of the day sending a message like this it would be weird.
197 A 4: Yeah
198 (pause)
199 A 3: It is funny about whole miracle and fate destiny thing that they start off in the
200 beginning the director talking about chaos in random and all the characters seem
201 to want to see like something not random controlling and mother wanna see in
202 the father, in Mac wants to see that and it was a miracle something needed
203 happen. I don't know I mean I don't really buy all that.
204 (Pause)
205 R: What do you think of the helicopter?
206 A 1: - That's a reminder I think heli is a kind of threatening way by the authorities to
207 keep to remind people that Black neighborhood that they are there. I am not sure
208 how much from that kind of distance they can really see uhh I don't know how
209 much surveillance keep going what they can do they can see something where
210 they do I don't know it's a kind of reminder.
211 A 2: It is kind of a common feature of LA life, the sort of repressive sound of
212 helicopter it seems [it seems
213 A 4: [ It seems that they're always watching
214 A3: It's annoying kind o f  this is war this war
no
215 A 4: But giving the fact that I live in Ankara now and I have friends from the states
216 who say they're afraid to come to Turkey because it's a police state I say oh
217 really where do you live?
218 (laughter)
219 A 5: It is a very threatening sound
220 A 1: And it's a culture of surveillance uhh it's a war zone I say it's a war zone
221 because you never know something's gonna happen and you got the helicopter,
222 the director getting shot in the thigh and you got okay you can be swimming in
223 the pool everyday in the calm ocean and a shark can come and get you uhh and
224 then even when the son with the father driving you never know when you're
225 going to hit by a car, even with the wife getting on the ladder to fetch the baby
226 clothes you thought could she fall off the ladder I mean every scene becomes
227 fraught with peril so that the helicopter reminds as that it's a dangerous world
228 out there and along with the bad the good is always closely sort of there.
229 A 4: Yeah
230 A3: What was your reaction to the secretary ? Her speech uhh just before she like
231 (indecipherable speech) Mac which seems a speech like you denied me uhh
232 (indecipherable speech)
233 A 1: She is the one who seduced him she saying you are so powerful by not doing
234 anything and I'm not denied (indecipherable speech)
235 A 2: So I think given the constraints of language She did a very good job because she
236 was right it's very hard to nail someone who wants to slip out of the
237 responsibility for bad behavior she used the language as economically as she
238 could.
I ll
239 A 3 :1 got really confused when he sat down with the two woman and when he's
240 being all like uhh and he said to her I have a friend he's a good looking
241 handsome Black guy I thought that (indecipherable speech) she was profoundly
242 offended by that by the expression on her face
243 A 2: She was
244 A 3 :1 thought that he scene was gonna be like her going my God that guy's such an
245 asshole how did I ever like him
246 (pause)
247 A 1: What's this with three cars? Mac has one in the beginning and then he has a four
248 wheel drive and then that van thing I mean it seems like awful lot of cars
249 A3: Wasn't that what's name's car uhh Simon?
250 A 4: That's LA everybody has five -six cars
251 (laughter)
252 A 1: And then the scene I was just thinking of the bus in the movie uhh and the
253 director was making that got shot up and that in the public transportation is
254 dangerous and the secretary's car window is broken in and then just happened to
255 be a police [=
256 A 3 :=Cute single police
257 (laughter)
258 A 4: The car is some kind of shell in the city if you step out of it you are in trouble
259 A 1: And when the father and the son driving they don't get in accident they stay in
260 the car
261 (laughter)
262 A 1: And the secretary doesn't get hurt she stays in the car
112
263 (laughter)
264 A 3: For the Simon character there was a moment of tension when they were having
265 breakfast I wanna buy you breakfast because you must be poor Black guy who
266 can't afford his own breakfast and the idea running through there and then you
267 know like Simon seems to have figure him out this just another White guy with
268 guilt on his conscious about being White and having to be Black which is a kind
269 of patronizing attitude to have uhh and it could have happened like that scene
270 outside it's like something is bothering you and he should have just said like
271 you're a fucking joke man get out of my life alright yeah I saved your life great
272 now just get lost 'cause you're kind of creeping me out here like
273 A 4: Yeah
